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Abstract
In construction, projects are typically behind schedule and over budget, largely due to the dif-
ficulty of progress monitoring. Once a structure (e.g. a bridge) is built, inspection becomes an
important yet dangerous and costly job. We can provide a solution to both problems if we can
simplify or automate visual data collection, monitoring, and analysis. In this work, we focus
specifically on improving autonomous image collection, building 3D models from the images, and
recognizing materials for progress monitoring using the images and 3D models.
Image capture can be done manually, but the process is tedious and better suited for autonomous
robots. Robots follow a set trajectory to collect data of a site, but it is unclear if 3D reconstruction
will be successful using the images captured by following this trajectory. We introduce a sim-
ulator that synthesizes feature tracks for 3D reconstruction to predict if images collected from a
planned path will result in a successful 3D reconstruction. This can save time, money, and frustra-
tion because robot paths can be altered prior to the real image capture. When executing a planned
trajectory, the robot needs to understand and navigate the environment autonomously. Robot navi-
gation algorithms struggle in environments with few distinct features. We introduce a new fiducial
marker that can be added to these scenes to increase the number of distinct features and a new
detection algorithm that detects the marker with negligible computational overhead.
Adding markers prior to data collection does not guarantee that the algorithms for 3D model
generation will succeed. In fact, out of the box, these algorithms do not take advantage of the
unique characteristics of markers. Thus, we introduce an improved structure from motion ap-
proach that takes advantage of marker detections when they are present. We also create a dataset
of challenging indoor image collections with markers placed throughout and show that previous
methods often fail to produce accurate 3D models. However, our approach produces complete,
accurate 3D models for all of these new image collections.
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Recognizing materials on construction sites is useful for monitoring usage and tracking con-
struction progress. However, it is difficult to recognize materials in real world scenes because
shape and appearance vary considerably. Our solution is to introduce the first dataset of mate-
rial patches that include both image data and 3D geometry. We then show that both independent
and joint modeling of geometry are useful alongside image features to improve material recogni-
tion. Lastly, we use our material recognition with material priors from building plans to accurately
identify progress on construction sites.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this dissertation, we describe several contributions that improve autonomous collection and
analysis of image and video data. One motivation for this work is to enable autonomous moni-
toring and inspection of construction sites, bridges, stadiums, and many other built environments.
The potential gain from an autonomous monitoring system for construction is immense. The con-
struction industry is more than a $1.1 billion industry [18] with 25-50% waste in coordinating labor
and equipment, and in managing, moving, and installing material [130, 110]. In fact, the National
Research Council of the National Academies [35] and the Construction Industry Institute [29] have
identified improving the efficiency of construction as a key national need, citing progress monitor-
ing tools as the solution. Safety is also a concern, with more than 900 construction workers killed
in 2016 [137]. Almost half of these fatalities were from falling or being struck by an object, two
cases that autonomous monitoring could mitigate through proactive detection of potential hazards.
Several companies (e.g. Reconstruct [143], Pix4D [140], and Drone Deploy [52]), provide
3D mapping solutions that can be used to track construction progress over time. These solutions
use drone images to build 3D models of construction sites and align them to the 4D building
information model (4D BIM) [103, 55]. The 4D BIM is a 3D model and schedule that serves as
a blueprint for what should be built and when. By comparing the 3D reconstructions to the 4D
BIM, these companies can infer which parts of the project are behind schedule. However, many
challenges still exist with data capture, 3D reconstruction, and analysis that prevent these platforms
from achieving fully autonomous solutions for both indoor and outdoor environments.
1
1.1 Simulating Data Collection to Improve 3D Reconstruction
One challenge with data capture is that the images captured by the drones (or any robot or
handheld camera) are not guaranteed to result in a successful 3D model. Current approaches
rely on intuition and standard lawn mower paths for image capture. These paths work okay for
capturing relatively flat terrain, but they are not good for capturing buildings, bridges, or interiors.
Moreover, there is a trade off between time to capture images and the total number captured.
Ideally, just enough images are captured to cover the entirety of the relevant area with enough
density such that there is significant overlap between the content of each image and neighboring
images. Furthermore, the only way to know if the captured images will be useful is to run 3D
reconstruction on them. If the images do not result in a nice 3D model, then another data capture
needs to be done. This is time consuming, costly, and frustrating when failure occurs.
Chapter 2 details our solution to this image collection problem. Specifically, we simulate 3D ge-
ometry to predict if a collection of captured images will result in a successful reconstruction [47].
We use 3D models of a scene and a camera trajectory as the starting point. Then, for each image
capture location along that camera trajectory, we model (1) image feature noise as 3D point loca-
tions are projected onto the image plane and (2) image feature matching between image pairs as
3D locations are viewed from two different perspectives. With our simulator, we can predict that
an image collection will result in a failed reconstruction, which enables editing the path prior to
the real data capture to improve the likelihood of a successful 3D reconstruction.
1.2 Fast Marker Detection to Improve Robot Navigation
While data capture can be done using handheld cameras, the process is tedious and better suited
for autonomous robots. For a robot to navigate an environment, it must understand the scene (i.e.
have a map), and know where it is located in that map (localization) [5, 151]. GPS enables au-
tonomous navigation of drones and other robots in outdoor environments because it provides the
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location of the robot (localization) in the world (map). However, GPS can have significant errors
on the order of meters and does not work indoors, making it insufficient for precise navigation.
This is especially important in dynamic scenes like construction sites where equipment and work-
ers are present and the structure is continuously evolving. Simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) [98, 125, 56] is a 3D reconstruction approach that processes video frames in real time to
align the current position of the camera to a continuously updating map. The real time nature of
SLAM makes it ideal as the mapping solution for robot navigation, and indeed, SLAM has been
the standard mapping method in robotics for many years [120, 173, 54, 40, 99, 129, 171, 125].
However, SLAM algorithms often fail in scenes with few distinct features such as sparsely tex-
tured surfaces (e.g. plain walls), repetitive structure (e.g. door frames, brick walls), and reflective
surfaces (e.g. windows, metal surfaces), which are common characteristics of construction sites.
Our solution, presented in Chapter 3 is ChromaTag, a new fiducial marker that can be detected
at over 700 frames per second [42]. ChromaTag uses both color and grayscale to best effect
to achieve reliable detection at speeds orders of magnitude faster than state of the art methods.
Fiducial markers are artificial features specifically engineered for reliable detection. They can al-
leviate challenges with 3D reconstruction because they (1) add unique features to scenes to supple-
ment the number of features in plain environments and (2) have unique signatures to differentiate
repetitive environments. An ideal fiducial marker for use in SLAM can be detected reliably to
overcome feature tracking errors and quickly to minimally effect the runtime of the other com-
putationally intensive steps of the pipeline. Unfortunately, other state of the art markers run at
or below camera frame rate, often requiring a GPU and/or multiple CPU threads to achieve those
speeds [22, 133, 184, 8]. With ChromaTag though, marker detections can be integrated to improve
SLAM robustness without significantly increasing the computational burden.
3
1.3 Improved Structure from Motion Using Marker Matching
SLAM algorithms are ideal for mapping environments in real time from video, but are typi-
cally not designed for processing collections of images. Images are typically higher resolution
and include metadata such as GPS and IMU information. Both the higher resolution images and
metadata are useful in improving the accuracy of the 3D model and image alignments. In partic-
ular, the higher resolution images can capture additional fine grain detail in the 3D models, and
the metadata can be used as priors for the image alignment positions and orientations. Structure
from motion (SfM) [12, 2, 36, 123, 135], while similar to SLAM, is an alternative 3D recon-
struction algorithm that is ideal for processing image collections and can take advantage of image
metadata [117]. SfM is the algorithm of choice by many of the current construction site progress
monitoring solutions. However, SfM algorithms also have trouble with the same challenging scene
characteristics as SLAM because SfM also relies on distinct scene features.
In Chapter 4, we show how the detection and matching of fiducial markers can be used to im-
prove SfM [43]. We introduce a new dataset of challenging indoor scenes (with fiducial markers
placed throughout) and show how state of the art SfM algorithms (e.g. OpenSfM [135] and Mark-
erMapper [126]) fail on them. Our method matches markers across images and uses the matches to
limit alignment confusions and to dictate the order in which images are aligned. With our method,
we successfully reconstruct all the datasets that other SfM algorithms fail to reconstruct, providing
promising results for indoor mapping for progress monitoring.
1.4 Geometry Informed Material Recognition
On a construction site, asset tracking is important. For example, it is useful to monitor a store of
bricks being used in the correct location and the number of bricks still remaining. In addition, the
material properties of a column can be used as an indicator of progress; for example, form work
and rebar are placed before concrete. Material recognition work has been successful for swatch
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datasets using only images [107, 181, 109]; however, use in real world scenes remains a challenge
because the visual appearance changes considerably for different objects, lighting, and viewing
direction [31, 7]. Since our solution reconstructs 3D models from collected images, we have both
aligned images and 3D geometry at our disposal. Intuitively, it seems like 3D information would
assist in material recognition; for example, marble tends to be flat and smooth, which is drastically
different from a rough surface like dirt, or a distinct rectangular pattern like brick and mortar.
However, datasets providing aligned 3D geometry and images are sparse and little work has been
done to explore how they can be used together to improve material recognition.
In Chapter 5, we introduce a new GeoMat (geometry, materials) dataset that provides material
patches with aligned images, normals, depths, and 3D camera locations [44]. We also provide a
large construction site scene with labeled materials. Using this data, we train material classifiers
for 19 common construction site materials and integrate 3D geometry by using the 3D surface
normals of the materials as additional features. With our method we achieve markedly higher
recognition rates than 2D methods.
1.5 Using Geometry for Improved Progress Monitoring
Large construction projects are behind schedule more than half the time and are over budget
more than 60% of the time. Some of the main factors for this include inconsistency in progress
reporting among workers and managers and infrequent reporting of actual progress by project
teams. Automatically detecting progress would go a long way in alleviating some of these chal-
lenges. Several works have used images [163, 77, 76, 82] and laser scanners [174, 175, 15, 97]
to build 3D models of sites, align them to BIM models, and detect progress over time. However,
these approaches have yet to truly automate progress monitoring because of many challenges (e.g.
occlusions, errors in 3D reconstruction and alignment, and discrepancies between plans and what
was actually built).
In Chapter 6, we propose a system for detecting progress on construction sites. Our approach
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uses dense point clouds from 3D reconstruction aligned to the 3D BIM model to identify which
BIM elements have been built. Then, we use our material recognition paired with prior material
information provided by the BIM elements to classify the material of the built elements; which
allows us to reason about the progress of concrete columns (i.e. wood/formwork implies that
construction is in progress and concrete implies construction is complete). We test our approach
on a real hotel project and show that we detect all of the BIM elements and classify their material
correctly more than 90% of the time.
1.6 Additional Work not in Thesis
During my doctoral studies, I completed several projects outside the scope of this thesis. With
Myra Nam at MIT Lincoln Lab, we tracked moving objects in video captured from a moving
aerial camera [48]. At Microsoft Research, I worked with Mike Zyskowski and Sudipta Sinha and
created a simulation environment for quadrotor control and an RGB-D visual odometry system for
estimating 6 DoF camera pose. I also worked with Chris Buehler, Michael Cohen, and Neel Joshi at
Microsoft research on content aware hyperlapse that used learned saliency to adjust the speed of the
hyperlapse video (e.g. moves fast during boring content and slows down for interesting content).
With Timothy Bretl, I designed a passive (i.e. no power required to actuate) mechanism that allows
a quadrotor to relocate cameras on steel beams of construction sites (and other metal surfaces) [46].
Also with Timothy Bretl, I used convolutional neural networks to control a prosthetic hand to
automatically select grasps for manipulating objects [41].
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Chapter 2
FEATS: Synthetic Feature Tracks for
Structure from Motion Evaluation
We present FEATS (Feature Extraction And Tracking Simulator), a simulation environment that
synthesizes feature matches (rather than images) using camera poses and scene geometry (e.g.
CAD, laser, multi-view stereo) to (1) predict whether 3D reconstruction on real images will suc-
ceed and (2) evaluate structure from motion (SfM) using controlled noise and perfect ground truth.
While it is difficult to synthesize images that are realistic enough for evaluation [182], synthesizing
geometry is easier and has been shown to be effective for training and evaluation [162]. Moreover,
SfM algorithms are independent of the images given extracted and matched features (i.e., “tracks”
or “match graphs”). Synthesizing feature tracks also enables direct comparison among SfM algo-
rithms (as feature detection/matching is held constant), and we can systematically vary trajectories,
feature noise, and matching outliers to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the al-
gorithms. Lastly, our simulator provides a way to generate datasets with precise ground truth and
this makes it possible to evaluate SfM algorithms in a way that was not possible before.
FEATS is motivated by two challenges. The first challenge is wanting to know if a im-
age acquisition path will result in a successful reconstruction. For 3D mapping of construction
sites [81, 80, 57, 62, 52, 140, 143], repeated (e.g. weekly) drone flights collect image data for
3D mapping the scene over time. For each flight, a path is planned using software before being
exported to a drone that collects the images. These images are processed using an SfM algorithm
which takes hours (sometimes days) to create a sparse point cloud model (often referred to as a
3D map). This process is time consuming, costly, and frustrating when the reconstruction fails.
FEATS offers a solution because FEATS can use previous 3D maps and simulate feature extraction
and matching (which are input to SfM) to evaluate (and fix) planned paths prior to data collection.
The second challenge is obtaining aligned camera pose and 3D point ground truth data (both,
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Figure 2.1: FEATS (Feature Extraction And Tracking Simulator) synthesizes feature tracks from
camera motion through 3D scenes. The feature tracks are controlled through noise model parame-
ters and input into SfM algorithms. We use new real world data (with ground truth) to validate that
simulated tracks are predictive of real world tracks. We then show how several SfM algorithms
perform for varying noise and calculate 3D point error on the resulting reconstructions.
together) of large environments for evaluating SfM algorithms. Currently, capturing ground truth
is challenging and costly (see Section 2.1), but necessary because (1) large environments are a
common SfM application [36, 2, 67, 185, 12, 165, 170]; and (2) accurate estimates of camera pose
do not guarantee accurate estimates of 3D points [85] (reinforced in Section 3.4). FEATS provides
ground truth camera pose and 3D point locations for arbitrarily large scenes.
We introduce a new dataset of image collections with ground truth camera pose and use FEATS
to generate synthetic equivalents. We use FEATS to create synthetic versions of this new dataset
and show that these synthetic equivalents are predictive of SfM results from processing real im-
ages. We then demonstrate two new benchmarks to evaluate SfM that are enabled by FEATS. In
particular, we vary noise parameters for synthetic tracks to evaluate the robustness of SfM algo-
rithms, and we calculate error between ground truth 3D points and reconstructed point clouds to
evaluate accuracy of 3D structure (previous SfM evaluations focus on estimated camera extrinsic
parameters).
In summary, our contributions are: (1) FEATS, a simulator to synthesize feature tracks (with
ground truth pose and 3D point locations) for evaluation of SfM algorithms; (2) a new dataset (im-
ages and ground truth) that focuses on current pitfall scenarios for SfM (e.g. pure rotation, looming
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motion, etc.); (3) experiments verifying that FEATS produces synthetic tracks that represent real
world data; and (4) two new evaluations of current SfM algorithms using synthetic features.
2.1 Related Work
Simulation and Synthetic Data: Synthetic data has become popular for solving computer
vision problems because of increasingly powerful computer graphics tools and the need for large
amounts of ground truth data. Kaneva et al. [96] and Butler et al. [20] generate data for image
feature and optical flow evaluation respectively. Battaglia et al. [6] use simulation data to study
human interaction with objects. Taylor et. al. [172], Marin et al.[115], Stark et al. [169], and
Hattori et al.[88] use synthetic data for training object classifiers. The main challenge is using
synthetic data to achieve results that transfer to real data. Some have addressed this challenge by
mixing both synthetic and real data. These works include Gaidon et al. [70], Fisher et al. [66],
Handa et al. [84, 83], Ros et al. [148], Vazquez et al. [183, 188], and Shotton et al. [162] whom all
train models using a mix of synthetic and real data to achieve state-of-the-art results on labeling
and classification.
There are also a few similar simulators for 3D reconstruction. Handa et al. [85] uses two virtual
3D scenes to generate RGB-D images from RGB and depth noise models. CARLA (Dosovitskiy et
al. [51]) and AirSim (Shah et al. [159]) each provide a small number of highly detailed virtual 3D
worlds with moving vehicles and synthetic images and depth maps. FEATS is different because it
enables unlimited scenes and camera paths. Moreover, all previously mentioned work synthesizes
images. Vaudrey et al. [182] showed that results on synthetic images do not easily transfer to real
world results because synthetic images have crisp image boundaries and consistent pixel intensity
values. Alternatively, Shotten et al. [162] shows that synthetic geometry can effectively transfer to
real world results. We follow in the footsteps of this work and provide the first simulation environ-
ment that synthesizes image feature tracks.
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Real 3D Reconstruction Data: Collecting ground truth camera pose and scene geometry is
difficult, costly, and few datasets exist that provide both. GPS tagged images can have meter
level accuracy and are not ideal for ground truth camera pose. Real Time Kinematics (RTK) GPS
systems are more accurate, providing centimeter level accuracy. Datasets such as Malaga [14],
Rawseeds [142], KITTI Driving [74] and the Cornell Quad [36] all use RTK GPS to provide ground
truth camera pose. However, none of these datasets provide ground truth geometry because they
cover large outdoor scenes. For small workspaces, motion capture systems can produce millimeter
accuracy ground truth camera pose. The TUM RGB-D dataset [171] and EuRoC dataset [19] pro-
vide tens of trajectories in small indoor and outdoor scenes with camera pose ground truth from
a motion capture system. The EuRoC dataset also provides geometry ground truth using a laser
scanner for one indoor scene. Tanks and Temples [101] and ETH3D [156] use laser scanners to
provide 3D geometry ground truth of mid-sized scenes (e.g. rooms, courtyards, warehouses, etc.).
They align the 3D points estimated by SfM to the 3D models to estimate camera pose ground truth.
Only one dataset (EuRoc) uses both a laser scanner for ground truth geometry with a motion
capture system (or RTK GPS) for accurate ground truth camera pose. Also, all previously men-
tioned datasets are from a ground perspective. Moreover, ground truth camera pose in large indoor
scenes is limited, yet accurate camera localization and geometry estimation are particularly impor-
tant for indoor robot navigation. FEATS mitigates these shortcomings because it provides ground
truth camera pose and 3D point locations (enabling 3D point accuracy evaluation) for any scene.
We also provide new real world data and camera pose ground truth that focuses on the fundamental
motions that are challenging for SfM (e.g. pure rotation, looming motion, etc.).
Planning Trajectories: Works by Dunn et al. [53], Schmid et al. [154], Hollinger et al. [92],
Fan et al. [59], Mostegel et al. [121], and Roberts et al. [147] represent an ongoing effort to plan
paths for robots for 3D mapping. These works are a complement to FEATS because they can use
the current scene to plan a path, then FEATS can predict if the path will be a success.
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Figure 2.2: Left: Meshes and point clouds set the 3D scene and cameras (white frustums) set the
trajectory (magenta line). Middle: 3D points are back projected onto the cameras as 2D image fea-
tures (red dots). Right: 2D image features are matched across images using our feature matching
model.
2.2 Synthesizing Feature Tracks
FEATS is implemented using the Unity3D game engine [176]. FEATS provides tools for a user
to create 3D scenes (from imported meshes and point clouds) and define camera trajectories within
those scenes (Section 2.2.1). With the 3D scene and a trajectory created, 2D feature and matching
noise models are used to synthesize feature tracks with real world characteristics (Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 Setting up a 3D Scene
FEATS imports both point clouds and meshes to provide a set of 3D points that can be back-
projected as 2D keypoints as the camera moves through the scene. Point clouds generated using
SLAM/SfM algorithms are ideal since (1) the 3D points are generated by tracking 2D point lo-
cations across images, and (2) the sparsely tracked points encode the feature density of the scene
(i.e. as opposed to meshes that are dense surfaces). Meshes provide features for tracking if a point
cloud is not provided, but are better suited for occlusion detection (i.e. we do not back project 3D
points through walls). Ideally, both a point cloud and aligned mesh are imported together (easy
to do using SfM and multi-view stereo [68]), providing both 3D points to track and surfaces for
occlusion. Note that incorrect points are okay because they become perfectly accurate ground truth
points for future reconstructions.
Trajectories are imported or edited/created by placing cameras. As each camera is placed, an
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Figure 2.3: Farthest left: 2D noise being added to backprojected 3D points. Middle left: S1,S2
for scale match probability. Middle right: v1,v2 for viewing direction match probability. Farthest
right: R1,R2 for rotation direction match probability.
interpolated path is created connecting the cameras sequentially. Cameras can be selected for
position and rotation tweaks and a preview window shows the camera’s current view. Figure 2.2
provides a depiction of setting up the 3D world and camera placement.
2.2.2 Synthesizing Feature Tracks and Ground Truth
FEATS provides options to dictate the density of frames to capture for a camera trajectory. For
each frame, feature tracks are synthesized by first finding the 3D points within the viewing area
of that camera and backprojecting them to the image plane of the frame according to our 2D fea-
ture noise model. Those points are then matched to points in all subsequent frames based on our
matching model (Figure 2.2).
2D Feature Noise: 3D points are back projected to the image plane of a frame using the pro-
jective camera model:
xij = Kj[Rj tj]Xˆ
i (2.1)
where Kj is the intrinsic camera matrix for image j, [Rj tj] is the extrinsic camera matrix for
image j, Xˆ i is position of point i in 3D, and xij is the 2D position of 3D point Xˆ i projected onto
image j. In the simulator, all [Rj tj] and Xˆ i are known. In our experiments, we use the approach
from VisualSfM [185] to estimate the focal length of the camera (f ) ofK as f = 1.2∗max(W,H)
and we assume that the principal point (cx, cy) of K is cx = W/2 and cy = H/2. W is frame
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width and H is frame height.
Noise is then added to each 2D point on the frame (Figure 2.3):
x∗ = x+N (µ, σ2) (2.2)
where x∗ is final 2D position of the synthetic feature point, andN (µ, σ2) is the normal distribution
with mean µ and standard deviation σ. We use µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 for all results in this chapter
(except σ2 varies for Section 2.4.1).
Matching Model: A probability model is used to dictate whether a feature point matches across
two frames. The probability is calculated based on the difference in scale, viewing direction, and
rotation (Figure 2.3). These equations are inspired by the feature matching experiments of Miko-
lajczyk et al. [119, 118]. The scale match probability (Pscale) is defined as:
Pscale = P
S
max ∗ exp
(
−
∣∣∣∣S∆αS
∣∣∣∣) and S∆ = max (S1, S2)min (S1, S2) − 1 (2.3)
where P Smax is the max probability, αS is a tuning parameter, and S1 and S2 are the distance from
the 3D point to each frame’s camera center. This model decreases the chances of a match as the
difference in scale increases.
The viewing direction match probability (Pview) is defined as:
Pview = P
V
max ∗ exp
(
−
∣∣∣∣V∆αV
∣∣∣∣) and V∆ = arccos (v1 · v2) (2.4)
where P Vmax is the max probability, αV is a tuning parameter, and v1 and v2 are unit vectors from
camera centers of each frame to the 3D point. This model decreases the chances of a match as the
difference in viewing direction increases.
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The rotation direction match probability (Prot) is defined as:
Prot = P
R
max −
αR
pi
∗R∆ and R∆ = pi − ||R1 −R2| − pi| (2.5)
where PRmax is the max probability, αR is a tuning parameter, and R1 and R2 are the camera roll
rotations (i.e. rotation about the look-at vector). This model decreases the chances of a match as
the difference in orientation increases. The decay is slower because we found in practice that scale
and viewing direction differences effect matching probability more than orientation.
The final probability of a match is:
Pfinal = Pscale ∗ Pview ∗ Prot . (2.6)
Pfinal is calculated for each feature in each pair of frames. For each feature in a pair of images,
if Pfinal is larger than a randomly generated number, then that feature is a match in those images;
otherwise it is not a match. Once all matches for a pair of frames are found, Ndrop% of the matches
are dropped. Lastly, Nbad% of incorrect matches are also added.
We use P Smax = 0.9, αS = 2, P
V
max = 0.9, αV = 6, P
R
max = 1.0, αR = 0.1, Ndrop = 2%, and
Nbad = 1% for all results in this chapter (except Nbad varies for Section 2.4.1). These values were
chosen based on the experimentation in Section 2.3.2 and the results in [119, 118].
The final output is (1) a feature file for each frame with the noisy u,v locations and true X ,Y ,Z
3D positions of each feature point; and (2) a match file for each frame listing all matches to other
frames.
2.3 Comparing to Real Data
In this section, we present a new dataset (Section 2.3.1) and use it to show that our matching
model is a realistic representation of image matching (Section 2.3.2); and when SfM packages
process our synthesized feature tracks, the pose and geometry outputs are representative of the
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(a) Arc 1 (b) Arc 2 (c) Arc 3 (d) Egg
(e) Long 1 (f) Long 2 (g) Long 3 (h) Long 4
(i) Long 5 (j) Rotation Fast (k) Rotation Slow (l) Snake 1
(m) Snake 2 (n) Straight 1 (o) Straight 2 (p) X
Figure 2.4: The 16 datasets are depicted. The trajectory of the dataset is depicted as a magenta
line. The ORB-SLAM2 map of the motion capture arena is shown as the white point cloud.
results that these SfM packages produce on real data (Section 2.3.3). Comparisons in the remainder
of the chapter use three state of the art SfM algorithms: COLMAP [155], OpenSfM [135], and
VisualSfM [185].
2.3.1 Trajectories with Pose Ground Truth
In total, 17 datasets (image collections with ground truth 6DoF pose) are collected in a motion
capture arena (OptiTrack system [136]). The first dataset is strictly used to generate a point cloud
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Figure 2.5: Example images from our 16 new image collections.
16
Track Names Number of Images Track Names Number of Images
Arc1 107 Long5 254
Arc2 98 Rotation Fast 59
Arc3 123 Rotation Slow 82
Egg 205 Snake1 72
Long1 328 Snake2 74
Long2 302 Straight1 60
Long3 325 Straight2 72
Long4 275 X 276
Table 2.1: Number of images in each image collection.
of the motion capture arena using ORB-SLAM2 [125]. ORB-SLAM2 is appropriate because it
works well for indoor mapping and uses different features (ORB [149]) than those of SfM pipelines
(SIFT [112]). We use coherent point drift [168] to align the ORB-SLAM2 trajectory to the ground
truth trajectory and apply that transformation to bring the map into the coordinate frame of the
motion capture arena.
The other 16 trajectories are for comparison. Each of these trajectories is meant to focus on
specific types of motion (some of which are often difficult for SfM). For example, the Arc datasets
add progressively more rotation, the straight datasets have sideways and looming translation, and
the long datasets close loops. Figure 2.4 shows each of the 16 trajectories (magenta lines) in the
ORB-SLAM2 generated map (white points). The images (colored 752x480 resolution) for these
datasets are from a Matrix Vision mvBluefox-200wc camera [116]. Figure 2.5 shows example
images from the datasets and Table 2.1 provides the number of images for each trajectory.
2.3.2 Verifying the Match Model
FEATS matching is highly predictive of matching on real images: Figure 2.6 shows com-
parisons (top: real, bottom: simulated) of the percentage of matches between image pairs for the
matching step of COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM. In each plot, the x and y axis are sequential
frames. For example, reading across row 1 shows the percentage of matches for image 1 compared
to each other image. Continuing with this example, the match percentage for row 1, column 10
(i.e. image 1 matching to image 10) is the number of feature matches between image 1 and 10
divided by the number of features in image one. On the other hand, the match percentage for row
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(a) Straight2 OpenSfM (b) Rot. Fast COLMAP (c) Long3 OpenSfM (d) Long5 VisualSfM
Figure 2.6: Match percentages (top: real, bottom: synthetic) are shown for the matching steps of
COLMAP, VisualSfM, and OpenSfM. All plots are in the same scale (black = 0%, white = 70%).
The Pearson correlation between match percentages for “Straight 2” is 0.98 (0.98), “Rotation Fast”
is 0.94 (0.92), “Long 3” is 0.93 (0.91), and “Long 5” is 0.88 (0.84). The value in parenthesis is
ignoring cells where both match probabilities are below 1%. For all correlation calculations, the
diagonal is not used. These Pearson correlation r-values indicate strong positive correlation.
10, column 1 is the number of feature matches between image 10 and 1 divided by the number of
features in image 10. The scale of all plots is the same (black = 0% and white = 70%).
Note that the match percentages accurately reflect effects due to trajectory. For example, the
“Straight 2” trajectory has very little rotation and mostly looming motion. Thus, we see decreasing
match percentages because the scale difference increases (i.e. the chances of matches decreases
as the scale difference increases). Similarly, “Rotation Fast” has shifting translation followed by
significant out-of-plane rotation, causing the viewing angle difference to increase drastically and
reduce the matching percentage around frame 30. For longer datasets with significant translation
and rotation (i.e. “Long 3”, “Long 5”), we see qualitatively that the synthetic match percentages
represent the real match percentages well.
Table 2.2 provides the Pearson correlation r-values between each real and simulated match per-
centage matrix. For all calculations, the diagonal is ignored because each diagonal cell is an image
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COLMAP OpenSfM VisualSfM
Arc 1 0.84 (0.82) 0.91 (0.89) 0.78 (0.78)
Arc 2 0.87 (0.85) 0.92 (0.90) 0.80 (0.80)
Arc 3 0.86 (0.83) 0.96 (0.95) 0.93 (0.90)
Egg 0.88 (0.82) 0.91 (0.88) 0.84 (0.81)
Long 1 0.87 (0.82) 0.91 (0.89) 0.84 (0.78)
Long 2 0.90 (0.88) 0.91 (0.90) 0.86 (0.84)
Long 3 0.90 (0.87) 0.93 (0.91) 0.84 (0.84)
Long 4 0.90 (0.88) 0.93 (0.92) 0.88 (0.86)
Long 5 0.89 (0.86) 0.91 (0.89) 0.88 (0.84)
Pure rotation fast 0.94 (0.92) 0.94 (0.92) 0.93 (0.91)
Pure rotation slow 0.89 (0.87) 0.91 (0.88) 0.89 (0.87)
Snake 1 0.91 (0.91) 0.96 (0.96) 0.83 (0.83)
Snake 2 0.83 (0.83) 0.92 (0.92) 0.74 (0.74)
Straight 1 0.85 (0.85) 0.95 (0.95) 0.74 (0.74)
Straight 2 0.94 (0.94) 0.98 (0.98) 0.82 (0.82)
Trajectory X 0.90 (0.90) 0.95 (0.95) 0.88 (0.88)
Table 2.2: Pearson correlation r-values for the match percentages of real and synthetic data for the
matching step of COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM. The value in parenthesis is the correlation
value ignoring cells of the matrix where both probabilities are below 1% (i.e. close to 0%). All
values are above 0.74, indicating a strong positive correlation.
matching with itself. The values in parenthesis are the Pearson correlation r-values with the “zero”
probabilities excluded. Specifically, if, for a given cell of the matrix, both the real and simulated
match percentages are below 1%, then that value is excluded. For all trajectories for all three SfM
methods, the r-values are 0.74 or greater. This indicates a strong positive correlation between the
real and synthetic match percentages (values above 0.5 are typically considered a strong correla-
tion [34]), providing evidence that the FEATS matching model represents matching of real images
by COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM.
We also calculate the average L2 distance in Table 2.3 between each real and simulated match
percentage matrix. The total average L2 distance is less than 0.10% for all algorithms and all
trajectories. These numbers show that there is no significant scaling or translation between the
match percentages, and provide additional evidence that the match model accurately represents
real matching for COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM.
2.3.3 Verifying the Synthetic Tracks
Figure 2.7 outlines our experimental setup. There are two flows from left to right: one for real
data (shown with green boxes and lines) and one for synthetic data (shown with blue boxes and
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COLMAP OpenSfM VisualSfM
Arc 1 0.134 (0.163) 0.084 (0.107) 0.226 (0.231)
Arc 2 0.132 (0.173) 0.088 (0.115) 0.244 (0.245)
Arc 3 0.162 (0.231) 0.060 (0.125) 0.082 (0.168)
Egg 0.052 (0.112) 0.037 (0.081) 0.111 (0.134)
Long 1 0.032 (0.074) 0.019 (0.049) 0.042 (0.095)
Long 2 0.031 (0.044) 0.023 (0.034) 0.040 (0.058)
Long 3 0.030 (0.056) 0.021 (0.042) 0.067 (0.070)
Long 4 0.044 (0.060) 0.024 (0.034) 0.051 (0.069)
Long 5 0.033 (0.058) 0.027 (0.048) 0.038 (0.066)
Rotation Fast 0.234 (0.325) 0.138 (0.241) 0.259 (0.359)
Rotation Slow 0.230 (0.332) 0.132 (0.236) 0.264 (0.368)
Snake 1 0.228 (0.228) 0.129 (0.129) 0.321 (0.321)
Snake 2 0.252 (0.252) 0.131 (0.131) 0.318 (0.318)
Straight 1 0.638 (0.638) 0.273 (0.273) 0.328 (0.330)
Straight 2 0.243 (0.243) 0.131 (0.131) 0.369 (0.369)
X 0.047 (0.063) 0.021 (0.030) 0.055 (0.074)
Total Avg L2 0.050 (0.081) 0.032 (0.055) 0.068 (0.099)
Table 2.3: Comparing the average L2 distances between the match percentages of real and syn-
thetic data for the matching step of COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM. The total average error
is calculated by summing up all L2 distances for all dataset pairs (real and synthetic) and dividing
by the total number of L2 distances. Values in parenthesis ignore cells where both real and syn-
thetic match percentages are below 1%. This table provides additional evidence that the synthetic
matching is similar to real matching for these three algorithms.
lines). For clarification, ground truth pose (GT Pose) is real data, but is a blue box because it is
used to set the trajectories in the simulator 3D scene (Section 2.2.1).
For the real data, images are input into the SfM pipeline and the output is pose and geometry.
For the synthetic data, the ORB-SLAM2 point cloud of the motion capture arena and ground truth
pose (GT Pose) are input into the simulator for each dataset. The simulator uses the GT Pose to
define the camera trajectory. FEATS uses the feature noise and match model to generate synthetic
feature tracks that are input to SfM. The output is pose and geometry. We align the real and
synthetic pose estimates to the ground truth pose using Horn’s method [93].
This process is repeated for all 16 trajectories and using three state of the art SfM pipelines:
COLMAP [155], OpenSfM [135], and VisualSfM [185]. We manually inspect each set of tra-
jectories and tabulate in Table 2.4 whether the reconstructions are successful or not (“F” denotes
failure). Examples of the aligned trajectories (both successful and not) are shown in Figure 2.8.
FEATS successfully predicts success and failure: From Table 2.4, we see that the three SfM
algorithms fail 8 times in total on the real data and all of those failures are predicted by the syn-
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Figure 2.7: We show that synthetic tracks are predictive of results from real data using the follow-
ing approach. There are two flows from left to right: real images (green boxes and arrows) and
simulated tracks (blue boxes and arrows). Real images are input into SfM and pose and geometry
are output. The ground truth (GT) pose for the real images and motion capture arena point cloud
are input to FEATS. The GT Pose is used by the simulator to generate a camera trajectory through
the point cloud. Simulated tracks are output and run with SfM to generate pose and geometry es-
timates. The output pose from the synthetic and real data are compared to show that the simulated
tracks represent real data.
thetic data (recall of 100%). The simulated data predicts failure 10 times in total (precision is
80%). For classifying success, recall is 100% and precision is 95%. Overall, the accuracy is
96% (46/48). These results are evidence that the synthetic data is an effective representation of
the real data. Moreover, these results provide evidence that FEATS can reliably predict that a re-
construction will fail for a certain input, which can be used to test and adjust planned data captures
before the time and effort is expended to collect the data.
2.4 SfM Evaluations Enabled by FEATS
In this section, we demonstrate two new methods to evaluate SfM that are enabled by FEATS:
(1) comparing SfM as 2D point noise and bad match percent vary and (2) calculating 3D point
error.
2.4.1 SfM Robustness to Feature Noise and Bad Matches
We use FEATS to generate 99 trajectories of Arc1 while varying the percent of bad matches
and σ2 in Equation 2.2. We vary the percent of bad matches between 0% and 10% by increments
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Figure 2.8: Trajectories for synthetic (red dotted) and real (blue dashed) data are aligned to ground
truth (cyan solid). The left section shows successful reconstructions that the synthetic data also
predicts as successful (column 1 for COLMAP, column 2 for OpenSfM, column 3 for VisualSfM).
The top right section is failure reconstructions that the synthetic data also predicts as failures. The
bottom right section is successful reconstructions that are predicted as failures.
of 1%. We vary σ2 between 0 and 4 by increments of 0.5. We then process these 99 trajectories
with COLMAP, OpenSfM, and VisualSfM. The percent of localized images for each algorithm is
shown in the left 3 plots of Figure 2.9 (yellow = 100%, dark blue = 0%).
COLMAP is robust to both types of noise, registering all images. OpenSfM is sensitive to bad
matches. On the other hand, VisualSfM is less sensitive to bad matches, but more sensitive to 2D
feature noise. Comparing COLMAP to OpenSfM provides evidence that COLMAP’s scene graph
augmentation and new triangulation approach [155] (implementations that differ for OpenSfM) are
effective in overcoming 2D noise and bad matches. For VisualSfM, the noise causes inconsistent
results, which OpenSfM and COLMAP may not exhibit because COLMAP and OpenSfM have
additional outlier filtering and retriangulation methods used during bundle adjustment. In all cases,
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COLMAP OpenSfM VisualSfM
Arc 1 / / /
Arc 2 / / F /
Arc 3 / / F / F
Egg F / F / F / F
Long 1 / F / F F / F
Long 2 / / /
Long 3 / / /
Long 4 / / /
Long 5 / / /
Rotation Fast / F / F /
Rotation Slow / F / F /
Snake 1 / / /
Snake 2 / / F /
Straight 1 / / F / F
Straight 2 / / /
Trajectory X / / /
Table 2.4: Blank entries indicate that the reconstruction is correct. The notation is (real/synthetic).
“F” indicates failure. There are 8 failures on real data and the synthetic data predicts 8 of them
(recall of 100%). The synthetic data incorrectly predicts 2 failures that do not occur (precision of
80%). The overall accuracy is 96% (46/48). This is evidence that the synthetic data represents the
real data well and helps predict failure reconstructions.
Figure 2.9: The left three plots show the percent of localized images as 2D gaussian noise σ2
and bad match percent vary (yellow = 100%, dark blue = 0%). COLMAP registers all images
for all parameters, demonstrating that COLMAP is robust to bad matches and feature point noise.
The right plot shows that absolute trajectory error [171] generally increases as noise increases for
COLMAP.
failed reconstructions are marked as 0% and incorrectly registered images are not counted.
Since COLMAP registers all images for all trajectories, we calculate the absolute trajectory
error (ATE) [171] in the right plot of Figure 2.9. It is interesting to see how the ATE increases
significantly as the 2D noise approaches σ2 = 4.
2.4.2 Calculating 3D Point Error
It is challenging to evaluate the accuracy of a 3D reconstructed point cloud quantitatively. In-
stead, qualitative measures are used (i.e. does the point cloud look “correct”,“clean”, and “good”).
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Figure 2.10: The ground truth point cloud (i.e. the map points used by FEATS) is shown in green.
The reconstructed point cloud (i.e. from synthetic feature tracks processed by SfM) is shown in
red. In the top figure, blue lines depict the errors between the reconstructed points and the ground
truth points. Calculating this 3D point error is enabled by FEATS. In the bottom two figures, the
trajectories are plotted, showing that pose error is low; however, the 3D point errors are much
different for each algorithm.
Even when ground truth geometry is provided by a CAD model or laser scanner (typically a mesh),
it is difficult (or impossible) to find the corresponding point on the ground truth mesh for each 3D
reconstructed point. The typical approach is to fit the point cloud to the mesh and find the shortest
distance between each point and the mesh. This is not an ideal scenario for quantitative evaluation
of the quality of the reconstructed point cloud.
With FEATS, for each reconstructed 3D point, the corresponding ground truth 3D point coor-
dinates are known (see Figure 2.10). This makes it easy to calculate the 3D point error for 3D
reconstructions. We calculate the average L2 point error for each reconstructed point cloud and
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COLMAP OpenSfM VisualSfM
Arc 1 21.5 26.0 84.7
Arc 2 23.0 - 110.7
Arc 3 16.8 22.2 -
Egg - 20.2 -
Long 1 8.3 - -
Long 2 9.0 12.9 461.2
Long 3 10.7 10.6 138.8
Long 4 9.3 7.3 100.3
Long 5 5.1 7.3 70.1
Pure rotation fast 33.2 - 208.5
Pure rotation slow 10.8 - 212.1
Snake 1 18.6 271.7 155.2
Snake 2 31.1 - 171.9
Straight 1 20.6 171.0 -
Straight 2 27.2 118.1 246.8
Trajectory X 7.0 11.7 109.1
Table 2.5: Average 3D point error is calculated (in millimeters) between the ground truth 3D
points and the 3D points reconstructed from synthetic data. The lowest error for each trajectory is
bold. Failure reconstructions are denoted by “-”. Points more than 10 meters from their ground
truth position are not included. Note that some errors are quite high despite reasonable trajectory
estimates. This error measurement is not possible without correspondences between the ground
truth 3D points and the reconstructed 3D points, which FEATS provides.
ground truth point cloud using the following equation:
1
N
N∑
i=1
||Xi −X∗i | |2 (2.7)
where N is the number of points in the reconstruction, Xi is 3D point i from the reconstruction,
and X∗i is the ground truth 3D point corresponding to Xi. The resulting average point errors (in
millimeters) are provided in Table 2.5. Failed reconstructions are not included and egregious (10
meters or more) outlier points are also not included in the calculation.
Table 2.5 shows that COLMAP and OpenSfM provide the most accurate point clouds. This is
evidence that the retriangulation and bundle adjustment additions in these approaches [155] are
effective at improving point cloud accuracy over previous methods (e.g. VisualSfM). Figure 2.10
provides examples of aligned trajectories and points for all three SfM approaches for Arc1 and
Straight2. These plots show that the camera localizations are accurate for all three pipelines, yet
the point error is noticeably different (i.e. tens vs hundreds of millimeters in error according to
Table 2.5). This indicates that accurate pose estimates do not necessarily mean accurate 3D point
locations, reinforcing the need for new quantitative metrics for measuring 3D point error.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present the design and implementation of FEATS, a simulation environment
that models feature noise and matching to generate feature tracks from camera trajectories in vir-
tual 3D scenes. We show the synthetic tracks are representative of real world data by comparing
the percentage of matches between image pairs of real and synthetic data and by using the simu-
lated data to predict reconstruction successes and failures. We then use synthetic data to show (1)
COLMAP is quite robust to 2D feature noise and bad matches; and (2) accurate camera localiza-
tions do not guarantee accurate point clouds, reinforcing the need for ground truth 3D points.
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Chapter 3
ChromaTag: A Colored Fiducial Marker
and Fast Detection Algorithm
In this chapter, we introduce ChromaTag , a new colored fiducial marker and detection algorithm
that is significantly faster than current fiducial marker systems. Fiducial markers are artificial ob-
jects (typically paired with a detection algorithm) designed to be easily detected in an image from
a variety of perspectives. They are widely used for augmented reality and robotics applications
because they enable localization and landmark detection in featureless environments. However,
because fiducial markers often complement large real-time systems (e.g. Camera Tracking [24, 4],
SLAM [189] and Structure from Motion [22]), it is important that marker detection runs much
faster than 30 frames per second. Figure 3.1 shows the run time of several state of the art markers,
of which only ChromaTag achieves processing times significantly faster than 30 frames per second
(all processing uses a 3.5 GHz Intel i7 Ivy Bridge processor on 752x480 resolution images).
ChromaTag achieves an order-of-magnitude speedup with good detection performance through
careful design of the tag and detection algorithm. Previous marker designs (Figure 3.2) typically
use highly contrasting (black to white) borders [63, 134, 28, 21, 22, 8] for initial detection, but
black-white edges are common in images and result in many initial false detections. IDs are
decoded from the tags to verify detections, but decoding is the last step in the pipeline, so most of
the time is spent rejecting false tags. Tags with distinctive color patterns can be used to limit initial
false detections, but color consistency and the reduced spatial resolution of color channels (Bayer
grid) create challenges for ID encoding and tag localization.
ChromaTag uses each channel of the LAB opponent colorspace to best effect. Large gradients
between red and green in the A channel, which are rare in natural scenes, are used for initial
detection. This results in few initial false detections that can be quickly rejected. The black-white
border takes advantage of high resolution of the L channel for precise localization. The B channel
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Figure 3.1: ChromaTag is a colored fiducial marker and detection algorithm that is significantly
faster than other markers. Shown are successful detections of CCTag [22], AprilTag [184], and
ChromaTag (RuneTag [8] was unsuccessful), with the time required by each tag’s detection algo-
rithm. The images in this chapter are best viewed in color.
is used to encode the tag ID. Our ChromaTag detection algorithm finds initial detections, builds a
polygon on the borders, simplifies to a quadrilateral, and decodes the ID. Robustness to variations
in lighting is achieved by using differences of chrominance and luminance throughout detection
and localization. The algorithm is fast and robust and achieves precise tag localizations at more
than 700 frames per second.
We collect thousands of images with ChromaTag and state-of-the-art tag designs in a motion
capture arena. We use this data to demonstrate that our tag achieves significantly faster detection
rates while maintaining similar or better detection accuracy for varying camera perspectives and
lighting conditions. We tabulate which steps in the ChromaTag detection algorithm most often fail
and consume the most time. We also evaluate how image tag size and camera viewing direction
affect detection accuracy. Note that an unlabeled training video was used during algorithm design
and parameter setting; the parameters are not tuned for the held out test sets.
In summary, the contributions described in this chapter are: (1) we present ChromaTag, a col-
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(a) CCC [73] (b) Cho et.al [28]
(c) Cybercode [145]
(d) InterSense [127] (e) ARToolKit [3]
(f) ARTag [63] (g) FourierTag [150] (h) SIFTTag [157] (i) CALTag [102] (j) AprilTag [134]
(k) RuneTag [8] (l) CCTag [22]
Figure 3.2: Existing Fiducial Marker Designs
ored fiducial marker and detection algorithm; (2) we demonstrate that our tag achieves accurate
detections faster than current state-of-the-art markers using thousands of ground truth labeled im-
age frames with different lighting and varying perspectives; and (3) we show how ChromaTag and
other fiducial markers perform as a function of image tag size and viewing direction.
3.1 Related Work
Figure 3.2 shows many of the tags discussed in this section. Among the earliest fiducial markers
is the concentric contrasting circle (CCC) of Gatrell et al. [73] which consists of a white inner
circle surrounded by a black ring with an outer white border. CCC has no signature to differentiate
markers. Cho et al. [28] adds additional rings to improve detection at different depths and color
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to each ring as a signature. CyberCode (Rekimoto et al. [145]) is a square tag with a grid of
square white and black blocks to encode signatures. Naimark et al. [127] combines the ring design
of CCC with the block codes of CyberCode to create a circular marker with inner block codes.
ARToolKit [3] and Fiala’s [63, 64] ARTag are the first tags with widespread use for augmented
reality [24]. Both tags borrow from past success with square designs by using a white square border
around a black inner region. ARToolKit uses different symbols to differentiate markers while
ARTag uses a grid of white and black squares. ARTag also uses hamming distance to improve
false positive rejection.
Fourier Tag, proposed by Sattar et al. [150] and improved by Xu et al. [187], is a circular tag
with a frequency image as the signature which results in graceful data degradation with distance.
Schweiger et al. [157] uses the underlying filters of SIFT and SURF as the design motivation
for their markers, which look like Laplacian of Gaussian images and are specifically designed to
trigger a large response with SIFT and SURF detectors. Checkerboard-based markers increase the
number of corners for improved camera pose estimation: CALTag by Atcheson et al. [102] is a
checkerboard with inner square markers for camera calibration and Neto et al. [38] adds color to
increase the size of the signature library and remove the perspective ambiguity of checkerboard
detection. Herout et al. [90] create a marker field consisting of varying sized grid spaces with
different shades of gray that are arranged so that the edges of the grid spaces meet at two vanishing
points; enabling accurate, fast detection despite blur and steep viewing directions.
Olson and Wang’s AprilTag [134, 184] is a faster and more robust reimplementation of ARTag.
Garrido-Jurado et al [71, 72] uses mixed integer programming to generate additional marker codes
for the square design of ARTag and AprilTag and provide their codes with the ArUco fiducial
marker library [4]. Another state-of-the-art tag (RuneTag) comes from the work of Bergam-
asco et.al[9, 10, 8] which uses rings of dots to improve robustness to occlusion and provide more
points for camera pose estimation. Lastly, CCTag by Calvet et al. [21, 22] uses a set of rings like
that of Prasad et al. [141] to increase robustness to blur and ring width to encode marker signa-
ture. These tags (AprilTag, RuneTag, and CCTag) represent the current state-of-the-art for fiducial
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(a) Original Image (b) A Channel (c) B Channel
Figure 3.3: The original image is converted to the LAB color space and the A and B channels
are shown. In the A channel, the different shades of red look the same and make a bright square
region; and the different shades of green look the same and make a dark ring. This makes it easy
to detect the red to green border in the A channel. In the B channel, the different shades of red and
green become differentiable, making it possible to read the binary code for the tag.
markers. They have demonstrated accurate detection and are commonly used. ChromaTag uses
a new detection approach (taking advantage of color on the markers) to achieve processing times
significantly faster than other tags while still maintaining similar detection accuracies.
Several works perform planar object detection using machine learning approaches. Early work
by Claus et. al [32, 33] employs a cascaded Bayes and nearest neighbor classification scheme for
marker detection. More recent work of Ozuysal et al. [138] and Lepetit et al. [106] uses randomized
forests to learn and detect planar objects. In practice, these algorithms do not achieve detection
accuracies on par with detection algorithms specifically designed for marker detection. With the
increased popularity of deep learning based detection approaches, it is possible that better detection
can be achieved; however, ChromaTag, which does not require a GPU, is faster than current deep
learning approaches which do require a GPU [146, 144].
3.2 ChromaTag Design
Figure 3.4 provides an example of a ChromaTag. The inner red square and green ring are used
for rejecting false positives (Section 3.2.1) and the outer black and white rings are used for precise
localization of the tag (Section 3.2.2).
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Figure 3.4: An example ChromaTag. The red and green regions are easily detectable and limit
false positives. The two shades of red and two shades of green are used to embed the tag code.
The outer black-white border provides full spatial resolution for accurate localization of the tag
corners.
3.2.1 Efficient False Positive Rejection
Opponent color spaces offer large gradients between opposing colors in each channel. Figure 3.5
depicts the LAB color space, where red and green are opposing colors in the A channel and blue
and yellow are opposing colors in the B channel. Figure 3.5 also depicts how two (or more) shades
of green or red can have the same value in the A channel, but different values in the B channel.
ChromaTag’s color configuration is designed based on these properties.
The red center surrounded by the green ring has a large gradient in the A channel (Figure 3.3b),
which rarely occurs in natural scenes (empirically validated in Figure 3.11). Thus, we can quickly
detect tags with high precision and recall by scanning the image in steps of N pixels and thresh-
olding the A channel difference of neighboring steps.
ChromaTag encodes the binary code in the B channel (Figure 3.3c), which has little effect on
the A channel intensity (Figure 3.3b). Since every tag includes low and high B values (encoding 0
and 1) in both the green and red area, the thresholds are adapted per tag to account for variations
due to lighting or printing. The tag detection is verified based on the code value, enabling high
precision.
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Figure 3.5: The LAB colorspace. ChromaTag uses red to green borders because they have a large
image gradient in the A space. ChromaTag uses two shades of red and two shades of green as
representations of 0 and 1 to embed a code in the tag. These different shades of red and green are
only differentiable in the B channel, so detection is done in the A channel and decoding is done in
the B channel. RGB values for the different red and green colors are shown.
We found LAB to be more robust to color printer and lighting variations than other color spaces
such as YUV. We use hashing to speed computation of LAB values.
3.2.2 Precise Localization
Precise localization is required to decode the tag and recover camera pose. Chrominance has
lower effective resolution than luminance due to the Bayer pattern filters used in common cameras.
ChromaTag is designed with outer black and white concentric rectangles to provide high contrast
and high resolution borders for precise corner localization.
3.3 ChromaTag Detection
Algorithm 3.1 outlines ChromaTag detection. Substantial effort was required to make each step
of the detection computationally efficient (700+ FPS on 752x480 resolution images!) and robust
to variable lighting and perspective.
FindADiff: The first step is to find potential tag locations. Assuming that tag cells are at least
N/2 pixels wide, we search over pixels on a grid of every N th row and column. If a sampled pixel
at location (i, j) is in an already-detected area (InPreviousDetectionArea(i,j,Dets)), j is moved to
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Algorithm 3.1: ChromaTag Detection
Input:
Im = Input RGB image
N = Stepsize in pixels (4 in our experiments)
ADiffThresh = Threshold for initial detection (25 in our experiments)
Output:
Dets = Struct to hold detections
TmpDet = Holds detections as they are built
for i=0; i < Im.Rows(); i+=N do
OldA = ConvertToLAB( Im(i,j) )
for j=0; j < Im.Cols(); j+=N do
if InPreviousDetectionArea(i,j,Dets) then
j = MoveJToEndOfDetection(i,j)
OldA = ConvertToLAB( Im(i,j) )
continue
[L,A,B] = ConvertToLAB( Im(i,j) )
if A - OldA > ADiffThresh then
if InitialScan(Im,i,j,A,TmpDet) then
if BuildPolygon(Im,TmpDet) then
if PolyToQuad(Im,TmpDet) then
if Decode(Im,TmpDet) then
Dets.Add(TmpDet)
OldA = A
the next grid location outside the tag detection (MoveJToEndOfDetection(i,j)). Otherwise, the pixel
is converted to the LAB space (ConvertToLAB( Im(i,j) )), and the A channel intensity is compared
to the previous grid location’s A channel intensity (A - OldA > ADiffThresh). If the difference is
greater than ADiffThresh, detection commences and the A value is set as ReferenceRed; otherwise,
the loop continues to the next sampled pixel. In our experiments, N=4 and ADiffThresh=25.
InitialScan( Im,i,j,A,TmpDet ): The next step is to reject red locations that are not tags so
that no further processing is done at that location. From the grid location (i,j), we scan left, right,
up and down as shown in Figure 3.6a. Each scan continues until M successive pixels have A
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(a) Initial
Scan
(b) Convergence
to Center
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Polygon
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(i) Refine
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(j) Final
Detection
Figure 3.6: Scans up, down, left, and right are done to find the red-green border (Figure 3.6a). If the
red-green border is found, the center point is adjusted and scans are repeated until the center point
converges. Scans then continue to find all borders (Figure 3.6b). An initial polygon is built from the
found border points (Figure 3.6c). Additional scans add new points to the polygon (Figures 3.6d,
3.6e, and 3.6f). After enough scans, the polygon converges to the tag quadrilateral (Figure 3.6g).
Polygon edges are clustered into four edges of a quadrilateral (Figure 3.6h). Patches around each
quadrilateral corner are searched for a precise corner location (Figure 3.6i). A homography is fit
and a grid of pixel locations are sampled to decode the tag (Figure 3.6j).
channel differences greater than BorderThresh when compared to ReferenceRed. If successive
pixels are found, scanning has entered the green region and the border (u,v) location and pixel
value (ReferenceGreen) are remembered. If successive pixels are not found, we return false and
the grid location is abandoned. In our experiments, M = 3 and BorderThresh = 5.
If all four scans (up, down, left, right) find the green region, we average the (u,v) locations on
the red-green border to estimate the center of the tag and repeat the scan. If any scan fails, we
return false and the grid location is abandoned. When the center location converges, we continue
the scans through the green region to find the green-black and black-white borders. These scans
compare against a set ReferenceGreen or ReferenceBlack respectively and use the same M and
BorderThresh parameters. Center convergence and scans are depicted in Figure 3.6b. If all
scans are successful, the (u,v) locations for each border are used to build three initial polygons as
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(a) Potential Area (b) Scanning (c) Adding an Edge
Figure 3.7: The potential areas (shown in red) are constructed from neighboring edges extending
to an intersection point. The intersection point defines the apex of the triangle and the maximum
area that can be added to the current polygon without violating convexity. The next scan moves
towards the apex of the largest potential area and finds each border along the way. The new points
are added to each border (only outer border is shown).
shown in Figure 3.6c.
BuildPolygon( Im,TmpDet ): The next step is to expand the initial polygon to match the
tag borders. Because squares project to quadrilaterals in the image (ignoring lens distortion), the
polygon must remain convex. This limits the maximum potential area that can be added to the
polygon with the addition of a new point. Figure 3.7 shows the maximum area associated with
each edge. We build the polygon by greedily scanning in the direction of maximum potential area.
The scanning procedure is the same as that described for InitialScan. Figures 3.6d, 3.6e, 3.6f
demonstrate how iterative scans add points to the polygon along the tag border. Convergence is
reached when the ratio of potential areas and polygon area is greater than ConvThresh; resulting
in a polygon roughly outlining the tag border (Figure 3.6g). If a scan fails, false is returned and
the grid location is abandoned. In our experiments, ConvThresh = 0.98.
PolyToQuad( Im,TmpDet ): Next, a quadrilateral is fit to the polygon. We cluster the angles
of the edges weighted by edge length using K-Means (K = 4). The cluster centers and outer-most
point of each cluster defines four lines and their intersections form the four corners of the quadri-
lateral (Figure 3.6h). A patch around each corner is searched using GoodFeaturesToTrack [161],
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(a) Data Collection Path (b) Example Data Under Two Lighting Conditions
Figure 3.8: The tag (blue) and the camera trajectory (red) are shown. Example images annotated
with tag size (square root of area) and viewing angle are shown in Figure 3.8b (top row: white
balance (WB); bottom row: no white balance (NWB)).
and the highest scoring point is saved as the new quadrilateral corner. Patch size is scaled by the
size of the quadrilateral. Figure 3.6i shows an example patch and corner for each border.
Decode( Im,TmpDet ): A homography matrix is estimated from the black-white border corners.
A grid is fit to the black-white border using the homography and the pixel at each grid location
is converted to the B channel. The red and green pixels are each clustered separately where the
decision boundary is the midpoint of the max and min. The clusters represent the 1 and 0 values
that define the tag signature. Figure 3.6j shows the grid of samples that were decoded in order
to finalize detection of the tag. For clustering to work, both shades of red and both shades of
green must be represented in the tag; we remove from established tag libraries any codes that do
not satisfy this requirement. The decoded signature is identified as a match using a precomputed
hash-table containing all the signatures as was done for AprilTag [184]. If a match is not found,
false is returned and the grid location is abandoned.
3.4 Results and Discussion
We collect six datasets for comparison of ChromaTag against AprilTag [184], CCTag [22], and
RuneTag [8]. Colored images are captured at 30 fps with a resolution of 752 x 480 using a Matrix
Vision mvBluefox-200wc camera [116]. The camera is attached to a servo motor that continuously
rotates the camera inplane between 0 and 180 degrees. For each dataset, ChromaTag and one of
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Average Frames Per Second
Total > 0 Detections 0 Detections
ChromaTag 926.4 709.2 2616.1
AprilTag 56.1 56.3 49.0
CCTag 10.0 6.5 18.5
RuneTag 41.9 2.4 71.3
Table 3.1: ChromaTag has a faster average frames per second for all frames, frames with at least
one detection, and frames with 0 detections.
Detection Step Average Time Spent on Each Step
FindADiff 0.52 ms
InitialScan 0.03 ms
BuildPolygon 0.08 ms
PolyToQuad 0.74 ms
Decode 0.04 ms
Table 3.2: For frames with at least one detection, PolyToQuad and FindADiff dominate computa-
tion.
the comparison tags is placed side-by-side on a flat surface. Data is captured as the camera is
moved around the scene. Both tags remain in the image frame during the entirety of the captured
sequence. A similar trajectory is traversed three times as the pitch of the tag surface is adjusted
between 0 degrees (vertical), 30 degrees, and 60 degrees. A motion capture system is used to
capture the pose of the camera during the data collection. This collection is repeated twice for two
different lighting conditions: white balance (WB) and no white balance (NWB). Figure 3.8 depicts
the path that is walked and some sample images. The same ID from the 16H5 family was used for
both ChromaTag and AprilTag. Tag locations are hand annotated in each image.
The implementations provided by the authors of AprilTag, CCTag, and RuneTag are used for all
experiments. All processing uses a 3.5 GHz Intel i7 Ivy Bridge processor.
3.4.1 Detection Speed
ChromaTag’s detection algorithm is faster than other state of the art tags. Table 3.1 pro-
vides the computation time for each fiducial marker. Table 3.3 provides the number of frames
timed for each marker. The average frames per second (FPS) was calculated by dividing 1 by the
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Chroma April Chroma CCTag
Frames
WB 10266 11238
NWB 10303 10891
Precision
WB 96.9 46.0 96.3 100.0
NWB 95.7 42.9 95.7 99.9
Recall
WB 64.0 96.4 64.5 45.7
NWB 67.9 98.2 66.1 46.3
Table 3.3: Each dataset is a pairwise comparison between ChromaTag and another tag with white
balance (WB) and no white balance (NWB). Precision and Recall are calculated for each dataset.
ChromaTag achieves high precision and better recall than CCTag. AprilTag is successfully de-
tected in almost every frame (high recall); however, many false positives are also detected (low
precision).
mean of the computation time. From Table 3.1, we see that ChromaTag achieves an average FPS
of 926.4, which is 16x, 92x, and 22x faster than AprilTag, CCTag, and RuneTag respectively.
The frames with detection often require more computation than those without. Thus, we provide
the computation times for correct detections (true positives). Table 3.1 shows that ChromaTag has
an Average FPS of 709.2 for true positive detections, which is 12x, 109x, and 295x faster than
AprilTag, CCTag, and RuneTag respectively.
The frames without detections should require very little time because time spent on tagless im-
ages or failed detections is wasteful. We calculate computation time for frames without a detection
(false negatives because all data contains the tags). ChromaTag has an average FPS of 2616.1,
which is 37x faster than the next fastest tag (RuneTag).
Table 3.2 shows how much time each step of ChromaTag detection uses. Only frames where
successful detection occurred are used for this breakdown. PolyToQuad (0.74 ms) and FindADiff
(0.52 ms) are the most costly. PolyToQuad is costly because of K-Means clustering and corner
localization, and FindADiff is costly because of scanning the image and converting pixels to the
LAB color space.
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Figure 3.9: Example images processed by ChromaTag with labeled tag size and viewing angle.
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Detection Step Percent of Frames(%)
FindADiff 2.0
InitialScan 2.8
BuildPolygon 25.8
PolyToQuad 1.6
Decode 1.1
Table 3.4: For each step, the % of frames that failed is shown. BuildPolygon is most often the step
where failure occurs.
3.4.2 Detection Accuracy
Table 3.3 summarizes the detection results for ChromaTag compared to AprilTag and CCTag.
We define true positives (TP) as when the tag was correctly detected in the image. This means
locating the tag and correctly identifying the ID. Correctly identifying the tag is determined by
having at least 50 percent intersection over union between the detection and the ground truth
(though detections by all tags far exceeds this threshold). We define false positives (FP) as detec-
tions returned by the detection algorithms that do not identify the location and ID correctly. We
define false negatives (FN) as any marker that was not identified correctly. Precision is TP
TP+FP
and
recall is TP
TP+FN
.
RuneTag is omitted from Table 3.3 because it was not detected in our dataset. The maximum
size of any tag in the images is about 126x126 pixels. With additional data, we found that Rune-
Tag requires larger tag sizes for detection. Figure 3.9 shows example detections and failures of
ChromaTag for varying tag size and viewing angle.
Table 3.4 breaks down how often each step causes failed detection. Most detection failures occur
during the Build Polygon step (25.8%). Profiling failures is useful to emphasize areas for future
improvements.
ChromaTag’s initial false positive rejection improves precision. Table 3.3 shows that Chro-
maTag ( 96%) has a higher precision than AprilTag ( 44%). This is interesting because both tags
are using the 16H5 family. ChromaTag is successfully rejecting many initial false positives that
AprilTag identifies as tags. Note that the 36H11 family causes less false positives [184]; however,
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(a) Tag Size vs
Recall
(b) Viewing Direction
vs Recall
(c) ChromaTag Recall for Tag Size
vs Viewing Direction
Figure 3.10: Recall is high when tag size (square root of tag area in image) is large and decreases
as tag size decreases (Figure 3.10a). Recall is high when the camera is frontally facing the tag (low
values) and decreases as the angle increases (Figure 3.10b). Viewing angle is the angle between
the normal vector of the tag plane and the camera viewing direction (tag plane center to camera
center). ChromaTag achieves similar recall to AprilTag for tags larger than 70 pixels. Figure 3.10c
shows the recall for ChromaTag as it depends on both viewing direction and tag size. Yellow
means a high recall and blue means a low recall. We see from this plot that both viewing direction
and tag size affect ChromaTag recall, though tag size has a larger direct effect.
less space on the tag is available for the border and inner grid squares (resulting in less recall).
Thus, ChromaTag is able to take advantage of the larger grid and border areas of the 16H5 codes
without suffering from false positives like AprilTag. ChromaTag and CCTag have similar preci-
sions (greater than 95%).
The combination of high recall and fast detection makes ChromaTag a good choice for
many applications. Table 3.3 shows that ChromaTag has lower recall than AprilTag (and higher
recall than CCTag). However, figure 3.10a shows that for tag sizes (square root of tag area in the
image) greater than 70 pixels, ChromaTag achieves similarly high recall. To put that in perspective,
the resolution of the dataset images is 752x480 pixels, so a 70x70 tag area is less than 2% of the
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Figure 3.11: WB Tag Region (blue) and NWB Tag Region (orange) are the regions of the WB and
NWB data respectively that include the tag. No Tag Region (yellow) is the tagless parts of the WB
and NWB data. Each histogram bins A channel pixel differences from horizontally scanning the
image (same approach as our detection algorithm). For WB and NWB Tag Region, only the max
pixel difference is binned. The result is two modes highlighting how the pixel difference on the tag
is easily differentiable from the pixel differences of natural images. The colors of WB and NWB
are drastically different, yet still differentiable from natural images, showing that red and green
pixel differences in the A channel are robust to color variation.
total available area in these images. Thus, for applications where detecting very small tags is
not important, the 16x speed gain makes ChromaTag the better option. Compared to CCTag,
ChromaTag achieves similar recall for large tags and higher recall as tag size decreases.
ChromaTag localizes corners precisely. Since use of tags for pose estimation depends on
accurately localizing the corners, we evaluate accuracy for corner localization compared to hand-
labeled corners that are locally refined with a Harris corner detector [86]. We found that Chro-
maTag localized 94.4% of the corners within 3 pixels of the ground truth corners and AprilTag
localized 89.1% of the corners within 3 pixels (94.2% within 4 pixels). This demonstrates that
our white-black border design and detection enables precise corner localization on par with that of
AprilTag. On visual inspection, errors of within 5 pixels are attributable to reasonable variation.
ChromaTag is robust to color variation. Table 3.3 shows that ChromaTag achieves similar
recall for both the WB and NWB datasets despite the colors being significantly different. Specifi-
cally, ChromaTag recall is 64.0% and 67.9% for WB and NWB on the AprilTag dataset and 64.5%
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and 67.9% for WB and NWB on the CCTag dataset. The comparisons for ChromaTag are similarly
close for precision between WB and NWB for each dataset. These results provide evidence that
ChromaTag is robust to color variation.
ChromaTag is robust to color variation because initial detection and finding borders rely on
LAB pixel differences, which the tag design ensures are consistently large. Figure 3.11 shows
histograms of pixel differences in the A channel for the tag region of the WB data (blue), the tag
region of the NWB data (orange), the tagless regions of WB and NWB (yellow), and the Pascal
VOC 2012 dataset [58] (purple). Each histogram is created by binning A channel pixel differences
from horizontally scanning the image with N = 4 subsampling (same approach as our detection
algorithm). For the tag regions, only the max difference is counted since only one difference must
be above threshold for detection. Despite large variation in color between WB and NWB, the A
channel difference for tag regions is clearly differentiable from A channel differences in natural
images, which shows why ChromaTag is robust to lighting and color variation and can reject false
positives quickly.
3.5 Conclusions
We present a new square fiducial marker and detection algorithm that uses concentric inner red
and green rings to eliminate false positives quickly and outer black and white rings for precise lo-
calization. We demonstrate on thousands of real images that ChromaTag achieves detection speeds
significantly faster than the current state of the art while maintaining similar detection accuracy.
We also show that ChromaTag detection fails at far distances and steep viewing angles and recom-
mend AprilTag as a better option for applications that require detection in these conditions. Lastly,
we provide evidence that ChromaTag detection is robust to color variation, and break down which
steps of the detection algorithm take the most time and fail most often.
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Chapter 4
Improved Structure from Motion Using
Fiducial Marker Matching
Fiducial markers are often claimed to be useful for 3D reconstruction [13, 184, 42, 71, 65, 8, 22].
Markers provide highly detectable and identifiable features that 3D reconstruction can use to over-
come challenging scene characteristics such as low-texture surfaces (e.g., blank walls), reflective
surfaces (e.g., windows), and repetitive patterns (e.g., columns and door frames). Figure 4.1 shows
an example of a dataset with exactly these challenging characteristics. Figure 4.1 also shows that
approaches that treat markers as texture, only use them as additional tracks, or rely on them exclu-
sively perform no better or even worse than if markers were ignored.
In this chapter, we present an incremental structure from motion (SfM) algorithm that signifi-
cantly outperforms these other approaches when markers are present in the scene. We exploit that
markers can be identified with very low false positive rates (e.g. AprilTag2 with 36h11 markers
has a false positive rate of 0.000044% [184]) to create a reliable marker match graph that guides
image matching and resectioning. We encode constraints on marker size, shape, and planarity in
bundle adjustment to further improve results. Importantly, our approach benefits from any detected
markers without sacrificing performance when markers are not detected, and can benefit from even
a small number of markers.
To evaluate our method, we introduce a new dataset with 16 image collections of indoor scenes.
The scenes present challenging circumstances for SfM (e.g. blank hallways, reflective glass fa-
cades, and repetitive brick walls). Each indoor scene has tens to hundreds (depending on scene
size) of markers placed approximately uniformly throughout. We test our system and several
cutting edge benchmarks on this data and show that our system performs favorably. We also selec-
tively mask markers and show that performance gracefully degrades towards markerless SfM as
the number of markers in the scene decreases.
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Figure 4.1: We introduce a new dataset of unordered image collections of challenging indoor
scenes with markers placed throughout (example images along top row). We process the data
using OpenSfM [135] with (a) markers ignored, (b) markers used as texture, and (c) markers
used as additional tracks; with (d) MarkerMapper [126], which uses markers exclusively; and
with (e) our approach, which uses markers to limit image matches, dictate resectioning order, and
constrain bundle adjustment. Clearly, our method (e) outperforms the others. Moreover, the other
approaches often perform worse than ignoring the markers, highlighting the importance of our
method.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are: (1) an SfM algorithm that uses both fiducial
markers (when available) and interest point features for improved results; (2) a large, challeng-
ing dataset of indoor scenes with markers placed throughout; and (3) experiments showing the
effectiveness of our approach, even when only a small number of markers are visible.
4.1 Related Work
Incremental SfM: Early works by Schaffalitzky and Zisserman [152] and Snavely et al. [166]
establish the pipeline for feature extraction, matching, and incremental SfM for unordered image
collections. Focus then turns to large image collections with work by Agarwal et al. [2] and Frahm
et al. [117] who use appearance based clustering to limit potential image matches; enabling recon-
structions of Rome from thousands of internet photos. Work by Wu [185] shows that preemptive
feature matching and well timed global bundle adjustments can maintain high accuracy while re-
ducing the runtime of SfM to roughly O(n). Recently, several new SfM algorithms are available
including COLMAP [155] by Scho¨nberger and Frahm and OpenSfM [135] by Mapillary. These
impressive works provide the baseline for the work in this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: Example images from the Neunert et al. [128] dataset: desk (top left), dataset1 (top
right), cube (bottom left), and pavilion (bottom right). Experiments in Section 3.4 show that our
method and current SfM methods perform well on this data, motivating our new dataset that offers
new challenges and better distinguishes between approaches.
3D Reconstruction using Fiducial Markers: Early works using markers for 3D reconstruc-
tion focus on tracking the markers in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) systems.
Work by Klopschitz and Schmalstieg [100] tracks both feature points and marker matches in video
frames to estimate the camera pose and triangulate the marker positions in 3D. Lim and Lee [108]
add the estimation of ground robot camera pose and marker positions in 3D using an extended
kalman filter (EKF) based SLAM. Similarly, Yamada et al. [189] also introduce an EKF-SLAM
system for blimp navigation. Neunert et al. [128] integrate IMU measurements into the EKF-
SLAM system to improve pose estimates during marker tracking. Feng et al. [61] proposes an
incremental SfM approach to marker based 3D reconstruction. They use markers to create an
initial reconstruction and add new images using marker matches. They also add geometry con-
straints to the bundle adjustment to enforce the square shape and planarity of markers. The work
of Mun˜oz-Salinas et al. [126] introduces MarkerMapper. MarkerMapper overcomes the pose am-
biguity problem [158] with planar marker pose estimation to create an initial proposal of 3D cam-
era and marker locations. Then, MarkerMapper uses global bundle adjustment to refine the initial
proposal. We compare to MarkerMapper in Section 3.4.
Only MarkerMapper [126] and Feng et al. [61] pursue 3D reconstruction from unordered image
collections. However, neither method uses both image features and marker detections for 3D
reconstruction. Experiments in Section 3.4 show that both image features and marker detections
can be used together to achieve the best results, and, when few or no markers are available, our
system performs no worse than non-marker based SfM.
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Datasets: Datasets for testing marker based 3D reconstruction are limited. Only the dataset
of Neunert et al. [128] is publicly available (all other aforementioned works use self contained
datasets). This dataset consists of four video sequences of a table, room, office space, and two-
story building with markers placed throughout each scene. Figure 4.2 provides snapshots from the
four video sequences of this dataset. With only four sequences (two of which are of very small
environments with only 1-3 markers), this dataset is no longer challenging for the current state of
the art (e.g. in Section 3.4, we process this data with our method and other current SfM approaches,
and all perform well). Our new dataset (Section 4.2) consists of 16 new image collections in
environments with challenging characteristics for SfM (e.g. many low-texture walls and reflective
glass). We hope our dataset will offer new challenges for future work on SfM both with and
without marker assistance.
4.2 Indoor Image Collections with Fiducial Markers
We introduce 16 new unordered image sets for evaluating structure from motion for scenes con-
taining fiducial markers. Each set is from one of three buildings: ECE, CEE, or MUF. Figures 4.3
and 4.4 provide floor plans for the sections of these buildings that are used to collect this data.
Paths are drawn on each floor plan and the colors of the paths match the respective image sets
in the figures (e.g. the green path on Floor 4 and 5 of ECE matches the ECE Floor5 Hall image
set). For each set, fiducial markers are placed around the scene with enough density to see at least
one in every image (and images are captured to satisfy this also). All images are captured with an
iPhone7 camera and have a resolution of 4032x3024 pixels.
Note that some of the image collections are combinations of others. Specifically, ECE Floor5
includes all the images of ECE Floor5 Hall and ECE Floor5 Stairs. ECE Floor3 Loop includes all
the images of ECE Floor3 Loop CW and ECE Floor 3 CCW. CEE Day includes all the images of
CEE Day CW and CEE Day CCW (plus some extra images). The nice thing about collecting data
in this way is that we can test progressively larger datasets that present different circumstances that
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Figure 4.3: The top diagrams are floor plans of ECE. The paths for image collection are superim-
posed in red, green, and magenta. These colors correspond to the image set name and example
images. For example, ECE Floor5 Stairs is shown in the ECE Floor4 and 5 floor plan as a magenta
line and the name with example images is also magenta.
may make the image set easier or more difficult. For example, the results in Section 3.4 show that
ECE Floor3 Loop CW and ECE Floor3 Loop CCW are typically more difficult than putting them
together into ECE Floor 3 Loop. This is most likely because of the additional overlap between
images since all locations are now seen more often from more viewing directions.
We use ECE, CEE, and MUF because they are large indoor scenes with characteristics that are
challenging for SfM (as shown in Section 3.4). Specifically, ECE has long plain hallways, large
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Figure 4.4: The top diagrams are floor plans for CEE and MUF. The paths for image collection are
superimposed in red. Image set names and example images are shown.
glass walls separating conference rooms, large exterior windows, and the hallways form a loop.
CEE has a two-floor glass facade and repetitive brick walls. MUF is currently under construction
and has large open spaces and limited texture.
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4.3 Improving SfM with Markers
Figure 4.5 diagrams our marker assisted incremental SfM algorithm. The blue boxes represent
the components of our algorithm that are different from typical state of the art incremental SfM
approaches: detecting markers, filtering image pairs, resectioning images, and marker constraints
for bundle adjustment.
4.3.1 Incremental SfM Overview
Incremental SfM takes a collection of images as input. For each image, focal length (and other
priors) is estimated from metadata (or using heuristics when metadata is unavailable). Next, image
features (e.g. SIFT features [112]) are extracted from each image. These image features are
matched across image pairs. Matching is attempted between the set of all images pairs or a subset
based on filtering criteria (e.g. GPS locations [117], Vocab Tree [2]). A fundamental matrix is
estimated from the feature matches to filter bad matches and verify that each image pair is a good
match.
After matching, reconstruction begins. Matches in two images are used to create an initial 3D
reconstruction (pose of the two images with triangulated 3D points). Then, one at a time, a new
image is added to the reconstruction (usually referred to as resectioning). This image is typically
chosen based on the number of feature matches this image shares with the already reconstructed
images. These shared feature matches are used to estimate the pose of this new camera and triangu-
late new 3D points. Bundle adjustment is run to optimize all camera poses and 3D point positions
to minimize reprojection error. Lastly, outlier points are removed. Resectioning is repeated to add
all images to the reconstruction. The final output is a point cloud and set of camera poses (one
camera pose for each image that is successfully resectioned).
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Figure 4.5: This diagram depicts the typical incremental SfM approach: extracting priors from
metadata (e.g. focal length), detecting features, matching features, and reconstruction. The blue
boxes are the areas we added or changed in our method.
4.3.2 Detect Markers
We run a square marker detection algorithm on each input image. The images are processed
in parallel. Image name, marker id, corner locations, and corner pixel colors are saved for each
detection. The four corner locations, if triangulated during 3D reconstruction, can then be used for
additional constraints in bundle adjustment as described in section 4.3.5
4.3.3 Marker Informed Image Pairs
Prior to matching and verification, we create a set of candidate image pairs. We only attempt
matching on the image pairs in this set. One approach is to add all possible image pairs; however,
this greatly increases matching time and can lead to bad image matches that cause errors in the
reconstruction. We apply three rules to use marker detections to dictate which images are added.
Rule 1: we add an image pair if the same marker (at least one) is detected in both images. Rule 2:
if an image does not share a detected marker with any other image, we add all possible pairs that
contain that image. Rule 3: if the set of all added pairs do not form one connected component, we
connect separate components by adding pairs for each image in the separate component to each
image not in the separate component.
As an example, consider the top left diagram in Figure 4.6. Each lettered box represents an
image, and each numbered edge represents the number of marker matches those images share.
Applying rule 1, we add the following possible image pairs (A,B), (A,C), (B,C), (B,D), (C,E),
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Figure 4.6: The top left diagram depicts images as lettered boxes with edges representing the
number of matched markers between image pairs. The top middle and top right diagrams depict the
number of common feature matches between images. The bottom diagram depicts the resectioning
order of images A to G based on two rules: (1) add the image that shares the most marker matches
with the reconstruction; (2) break ties using most shared feature matches.
and (F,H). No pair is added that includes G, so based on rule 2, we add (G,A), (G,B), . . . , (G,H).
Lastly, since (F,H) is a separate component (rule 3), we add (F,A), (F,B), . . . , (F,E) and (H,A),
(H,B), . . . , (H,E). We show in the results that this strategy can greatly speed up processing and
eliminate many bad image matches. Note that other filtering approaches (e.g. Vocab Tree [2]) can
be used in conjunction with our approach to add or filter image pairs.
4.3.4 Marker Informed Resectioning
Resectioning is the process of adding a new image to the existing reconstruction. The order in
which images are added is important because poorly registered images can propagate errors that
result in failure. One approach is to choose the image to resection that shares the most feature
matches with the images in the reconstruction. This approach works well when image features
are distinct and plentiful; however, for the challenging scenes we are targeting, failure can occur.
Instead, we apply two rules to use marker detections to dictate resectioning order. Rule 1: the
next image to resection shares the most marker matches with the current reconstruction. Rule 2: if
multiple images share the same number of marker matches with the current reconstruction, choose
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the image that shares the most feature matches.
For example, consider the diagrams in Figure 4.6. In the top left diagram, each edge represents
the number of marker matches those images share. In the top middle and top right diagram,
each numbered edge represents the number of image feature matches those images share. The
bottom diagram depicts the resectioning procedure. First, images A and B are used for the initial
reconstruction (step 1). The next image that is resectioned is C because it shares 4 (3 with A and
1 with B) marker matches with the current reconstruction (step 2). After that, image E is added
because E and D both share 3 marker matches with the reconstruction, but E shares 100 feature
matches and D only shares 60 (step 3). Image D is then added (step 4). No remaining images
share marker matches with the current reconstruction, so image H is added based on shared image
feature matches (step 5). F is added next (step 6) because it now shares marker matches with the
reconstruction (because H was added). Lastly, G is added (step 7).
4.3.5 Marker Constraints for Bundle Adjustment
In bundle adjustment, we solve for camera poses ~P and 3D points ~X that optimize the following:
min
~P , ~X
[
wRER
(
~P , ~X
)
+ wSES
(
~V
)
+ wOEO
(
~V
)]
. (4.1)
~V is the set of vectors formed between neighboring 3D corners on each marker (i.e. there are four
vectors for each marker detection because there are four corners detected on each square marker).
wR, wS , and wO are weights. Reprojection error [87] is
ER
(
~P , ~X
)
=
C∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
L
(
xij, ~Pi
(
~Xj
))
(4.2)
where C is the number of cameras, N is the number of 3D points (both marker and feature points),
L is a loss function, xij is the 2D location in image i of 3D point ~Xj , and ~Pi is the projection func-
tion of camera i. Similar to [61], we also include error terms for marker scale (ES , Equation 4.3)
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and marker orthogonality (EO, Equation 4.4).
Marker Scale: the distance between marker corners in the reconstruction should match the known
marker size. We define this error as ES
(
~V
)
=
T∑
i=1
(∥∥∥~V i12∥∥∥
2
− S
)2
+
(∥∥∥~V i23∥∥∥
2
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)2
+
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2
− S
)2
+
(∥∥∥~V i41∥∥∥
2
− S
)2
(4.3)
where ~V iNM is the 3D vector from the 3D point of corner N to the 3D point of corner M on marker
i, T is the number of markers, and S is the marker size.
Marker Orthogonality: adjacent sides of the marker should be perpendicular. We define this
error as EO
(
~V
)
=
T∑
i=1
(
~V i12 · ~V i23
)2
+
(
~V i23 · ~V i34
)2
+
(
~V i34 · ~V i41
)2
+
(
~V i41 · ~V i12
)2
(4.4)
where ~V iNM is the 3D vector from the 3D point of corner N to the 3D point of corner M on marker
i, and T is the number of markers.
4.3.6 Implementation Details
We implement our approach on top of OpenSfM v0.1.0 [135]. We use default parameters,
which work well for unordered image collections. We use AprilTag2 [184] to detect markers.
For all experiments, we use a soft L1 loss for L; cost weights of wR = 62500, wS = 100, and
wO = 100; and marker size S = 0.21 m. In principal, our approach works with any square marker
detector and can be integrated with any incremental or global [124, 122] (except resectioning) SfM
method.
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# Images # Registered % Registered
No MIM No MIR Full No MIM No MIR Full
ECE F3 Loop CCW 192 139 191 191 72.4% 99.5% 99.5%
ECE F3 Loop CW 170 135 170 170 79.4% 100.0% 100.0%
ECE F3 Loop 362 - - 360 - - 99.4%
ECE F5 Stairs 89 46 89 89 51.7% 100.0% 100.0%
ECE F4 Wall 39 21 22 39 53.8% 56.4% 100.0%
CEE Day CW 63 33 42 62 47.8% 60.9% 89.9%
CEE Day CCW 120 60 120 119 50.0% 100.0% 99.2%
CEE Night CCW 79 - - 77 - - 97.5%
CEE Night 170 158 157 170 92.9% 92.4% 100.0%
Table 4.1: Ablation Study. We provide the number of images registered and the percent registered
for our method without marker informed matching (denoted as No MIM), our method without
marker informed resectioning (denoted as No MIR), and our full method (denoted as Full). The
next closest method is OpenSfM with markers masked, which has an average percent registered
of 42.3%. Thus, marker informed matching and marker informed resectioning both help, but are
better when used together.
4.4 Results
We process our new dataset using: (1) OpenSfM [135], an open source state of the art SfM
algorithm that is actively used and maintained by Mapillary [114]; (2) OpenSfM, but with all
feature points on markers masked; (3) MarkerMapper [126], a state of the art algorithm for marker
based SfM; (4) OpenSfM with the four marker corners used as tracks in reconstruction; and (5)
our method. Table 4.2 provides quantitative results on the number of images localized, number of
points, and reprojection errors. Failure reconstructions are denoted by a “-”. Figures 4.7 and 4.8
provide qualitative results of the 3D reconstructions. The green pyramids are the camera locations.
The floor plans in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 provide guidelines for how each reconstruction should
look (e.g. ECE Floor3 Loop should be a rectangle). Because of the challenging nature of these
datasets, the algorithms often fail or have large, noticeable mistakes; therefore, we focus more on
the qualitative results because they illustrate the improvements clearly.
We also process the Neunert et al. [128] dataset. Since it is video data, we subsample the frames
by a factor of 5 to simulate an unordered image collection. All OpenSfM methods and our method
successfully reconstruct all image sets. MarkerMapper has trouble with this dataset because there
are few (often only one) markers in each image. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 4.9.
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# Ims # Registered # Points Avg. Rep. Error [px]
[135] [135]* [126] MT Ours [135] [135]* [126] MT Ours [135] [135]* [126] MT Ours
ECE F2 Hall 74 - 70 - - 71 - 15.9K - - 16.4K - 3.1 - - 2.8
ECE F3 Loop CCW 192 - - 190 - 191 - - 808 - 61K - - 200.8 - 2.8
ECE F3 Loop CW 170 - - 166 - 170 - - 736 - 58K - - 358.1 - 2.7
ECE F3 Loop 362 - - 356 - 360 - - 920 - 105K - - 324.0 - 2.8
ECE F5 Hall 239 230 230 213 223 231 50K 45K 736 47K 63K 2.8 2.7 141.0 2.7 2.7
ECE F5 Stairs 89 52 51 - 45 89 20K 20K - 14K 43K 1.9 1.7 - 1.9 1.8
ECE F5 328 313 315 - - 327 79K 73K - - 109K 2.3 2.3 - - 2.3
ECE F4 Wall 39 21 18 39 18 39 13K 9K 204 9K 28K 1.1 1.1 25.8 1.2 1.2
CEE Day CW 63 55 52 - 52 62 24K 20K - 28K 30K 1.6 1.6 - 1.6 1.6
CEE Day CCW 120 65 116 - 116 119 30K 52K - 56K 64K 1.6 1.5 - 1.6 1.5
CEE Day 252 - 251 238 103 246 - 89K 768 398 104K - 1.7 204.8 0.2 1.8
CEE Night CW 96 96 96 96 - 96 48K 44K 548 - 51K 1.7 1.6 164.0 - 1.7
CEE Night CCW 79 - - 79 - 77 - - 580 - 40K - - 116.6 - 1.5
CEE Night 170 - 166 170 - 170 - 61K 760 - 77K - 1.6 181.4 - 1.6
MUF F2 896 883 514 - 885 882 224K 133K - 151K 251K 2.5 2.5 - 2.1 2.9
MUF F3 361 343 - - 324 358 84K - - 55K 89K 2.8 - - 2.4 2.8
cube [128] 327 327 327 - 327 327 99K 101K - 100K 99K 0.8 0.8 - 0.8 0.8
dataset1 [128] 91 91 91 3 91 91 31K 30K 8 31K 33K 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.8
pavilion [128] 585 585 585 - 585 583 178K 168K - 186K 178K 0.8 0.7 - 0.7 0.7
table [128] 80 80 49 38 80 80 7K 5K 12 7K 6K 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.9 1.0
Table 4.2: Reconstruction results for OpenSfM [135], OpenSfM with markers masked (denoted
by [135]*), MarkerMapper [126], OpenSfM with marker tracks (denoted by MT), and our method.
Failure reconstructions (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) are blank because the numbers can be misleading
(e.g. all cameras localized to one spot). Our method achieves similar or better results for number
of registered images and points for all reconstructions.
Reconstruction and timing results are reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
We do an ablation study (Table 4.1) with marker informed matching (Section 4.3.3) and marker
informed resectioning (Section 4.3.4). For each dataset and method we calculate the percent of
images localized. The average percentages of localized images are 98% (our full method), 68%
(no marker informed resectioning), 50% (no marker informed matching), and 42% (OpenSfM with
markers masked — the next best method). These percentages show that both marker informed
matching and resectioning are useful individually, but most effective when used together. We also
test our method without marker scale (ES , Eqn. 4.3) and orthogonality (EO, Eqn. 4.4) constraints
and find that the only noticeable gain from EO and ES is that the point cloud is correctly scaled
(verified by measuring the length of neighboring reconstructed 3D marker points).
All experiments use an Intel Xeon E5-2620 V4 2.1GHz 16 cores (32 virtual cores) processor
with 128 GB of RAM. No graphics card is used.
Using markers as texture often makes reconstructions worse. Masking the markers shows
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Figure 4.7: Reconstructions for OpenSfM, OpenSfM with markers masked, MarkerMapper,
OpenSfM with marker tracks, and our method on the ECE image collections. Using the mark-
ers as texture often produces worse results (e.g. ECE Floor2 Hall, ECE Floor3 Loop CW, ECE
Floor3 Loop, and ECE Floor5 Stairs). Our method produces complete reconstructions that are as
good or better than the other methods. The best results are denoted by a green check mark.
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Figure 4.8: Reconstructions for OpenSfM, OpenSfM with markers masked, MarkerMapper,
OpenSfM with marker tracks, and our method on the CEE and MUF image collections. Again,
using the markers as texture often produces worse results (e.g. CEE Day CCW, CEE Day, and
CEE Night). Our method produces complete reconstructions that are as good or better than the
other methods for all image collections. The best results are denoted by a green check mark.
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Figure 4.9: Qualitative results for Neunert et al. [19] dataset are shown. All algorithms tend to
do well on these image collections. These datasets were originally video sequences, so for these
results the frames are subsampled by 5 to simulate the data as unordered image collections.
how OpenSfM performs if the scenes have no markers. Comparing column 1 (OpenSfM) and col-
umn 2 (OpenSfM with masked markers) in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, shows that masking the markers
often produces better results. For example, ECE Floor2 Hall should have an “L” shape, which
OpenSfM with masked markers achieves, but OpenSfM does not. Other examples where masking
markers is clearly better are ECE Floor3 Loop CW, ECE Floor5 Stairs, CEE Day CCW, CEE Day,
and CEE Night.
Marker texture does not always produce bad results (e.g. MUF Floor3), but marker texture can
cause bad feature matches because the appearance is similar between the markers (i.e. black and
white squares). This reinforces the need for our approach which takes advantage of visible markers
to improve results.
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# Images Marker Detection [s] Matching [s] Reconstruction [s]
[135] [135]* MT Ours [135] [135]* MT Ours [135] [135]* [126] MT Ours
ECE F2 74 0 14 14 14 215 186 223 73 331 222 - 363 277
ECE F3 Loop CCW 192 0 32 32 32 1356 1160 1398 293 3433 2766 85 2282 3097
ECE F3 Loop CW 170 0 30 30 30 1071 888 1152 273 2797 2084 83 2430 2367
ECE F3 Loop 362 0 59 59 59 4568 3820 4675 876 9944 5082 195 9239 9704
ECE F5 Hall 239 0 40 40 40 1955 1650 1974 296 2810 2363 80 2774 3061
ECE F5 Stairs 89 0 16 16 16 307 258 317 55 425 278 - 347 658
ECE F5 328 0 57 57 57 3787 3195 3945 372 6341 5083 - 7268 5513
ECE F4 Wall 39 0 9 9 9 61 46 47 8 133 46 22 63 263
CEE Day CW 63 0 11 11 11 160 126 171 49 336 216 - 489 382
CEE Day CCW 120 0 21 21 21 535 437 570 139 1011 1377 - 2305 1809
CEE Day 252 0 41 41 41 2373 1919 2567 440 7137 5252 148 4102 4987
CEE Night CW 96 0 16 16 16 358 278 380 99 1083 793 25 1136 1010
CEE Night CCW 79 0 14 14 14 247 193 70 69 425 418 32 917 654
CEE Night 170 0 30 30 30 1093 873 1154 216 3232 2251 93 3287 2984
MUF F2 896 0 158 158 158 31180 25613 35844 5596 72055 40958 - 66095 60542
MUF F3 361 0 64 64 64 5094 4302 5205 758 8977 6903 - 5017 9090
cube [128] 327 0 6 6 6 3473 2724 2776 423 4066 5232 - 4244 4134
dataset1 [128] 91 0 1 1 1 351 305 304 207 847 593 1 619 595
pavilion [128] 585 0 7 7 7 9103 9239 9219 2100 22908 15931 - 21903 22594
table [128] 80 0 1 1 1 64 60 63 65 113 188 2 205 191
Table 4.3: Reconstruction timings for OpenSfM [135], OpenSfM with markers masked (denoted
by [135]*), MarkerMapper [126], OpenSfM with marker tracks (denoted by MT), and our method.
Using the markers to limit possible image pairs decreases the matching time significantly. Also,
because more images are resectioned, the reconstruction time increases. Overall, our method
produces better reconstructions in a shorter time.
Using marker detections as tracks has little effect. Comparing column 4 (OpenSfM with marker
tracks) to columns 1 and 2 (OpenSfM with and without markers masked) of Figures 4.3 and 4.4
shows that the marker tracks rarely improve the reconstructions and sometimes make them worse
(e.g. ECE Floor5 and CEE Night). We suspect this is because the localization of the marker cor-
ners can be less accurate (e.g. off by 3-5 pixels [42]) than image features.
Our approach succeeds where others fail. From Figures 4.7 and 4.8, we see that our method
produces a successful reconstruction for every image set. We also see that our method produces
better results than the other methods on the challenging sets. Most notable are ECE Floor3 Loop
CW, ECE Floor3 Loop, and CEE Day CCW because all other methods fail or have significant mis-
takes. For ECE Floor5 stairs, ECE Floor5, and CEE Day CW, other methods produce reasonable
results, but our approach is more complete.
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Our approach succeeds where others succeed. There are several image sets where all (or most)
of the methods produce successful reconstructions (e.g. ECE Floor5 Hall and CEE Night CW). In
these cases, our method also produces nice reconstructions. This is important because our algo-
rithm improves on the challenging image sets without sacrificing accuracy on the easier image sets.
Using markers improves reconstruction time. Table 4.3 provides the run times for marker de-
tection, matching, and reconstruction for all image sets. Timings for other parts of SfM are not
included since they do not change between methods. Also, only the total run time of MarkerMap-
per is reported because it does not follow the same pipeline as the others. One main thing to note is
that using markers to limit pairs for image matching can decrease run times significantly (e.g. for
MUF Floor2, our method took 5596 seconds and the other OpenSfM approaches took 5-6 times
longer). Time is added to detect markers in each image, but it is typically negligible compared to
the time saved in matching. Another interesting point is that reconstruction time often increases.
This is because more images are able to be registered with our method.
Few marker detections still improves reconstructions. Figure 4.10 demonstrates how marker
density effects the reconstructions. In particular, the left six images show how the reconstruction of
ECE Floor3 Loop CCW improves as the marker density increases. Here AMD stands for average
marker detections per image (e.g. AMD = 0.0 means there are no markers detected, and AMD =
6.0 means that there were an average of 6 markers detected per image).
The plot in Figure 4.10 shows how the percent of localized images increases as the AMD in-
creases for seven datasets. These datasets were chosen because our method achieves clear improve-
ments over the other methods. The trend line is plotted in black. This plot shows that markers help
even when AMD is less than 1 (sometimes even 100% of the images are localized). As AMD
increases, the number of localized images increases towards 100%. Placing enough markers for an
AMD of 6 will likely produce accurate, complete reconstructions with 90+% of images localized.
However, markers are most useful in areas with challenging conditions for SfM, so placing more
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Figure 4.10: Top: six images show how the reconstruction of ECE Floor3 Loop CCW improves
as AMD (average marker detections per image) increases. Bottom: the plot shows the percent of
images localized as the AMD increases. Each color represents a different dataset. The trend line
is shown in black. As the AMD increases, the percent of localized images increased to 100%.
markers in these challenging areas and fewer (or zero) markers in easier areas can help our method
achieve accurate, complete reconstructions with drastically fewer total marker detections.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present an incremental SfM method that significantly outperforms existing
methods when fiducial markers are detected in the scene. We introduce a new dataset with 16
image collections of indoor scenes with square markers placed throughout. We use the unique
marker IDs to improve image matching and resectioning order. We use the marker size and corner
locations to add new constraints for bundle adjustment. Using our new dataset, we demonstrate
how our method outperforms state of the art SfM and marker based SfM algorithms. Lastly, we
show that even a small number of visible markers often improves reconstruction results.
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Chapter 5
Geometry-Informed Material Recognition
Our goal is to recognize material categories using images and estimated 3D points. In prior
material recognition research, surface geometry is a confounder, and much effort goes into cre-
ating features that are stable under varying perspective (e.g., scale and rotationally invariant fea-
tures [178]) and lighting. Although the resulting systems often perform well for standard mate-
rial/texture datasets [39, 89, 23, 131], their success does not always translate to improved cate-
gorization in natural objects or scenes [109, 49]. However, for many important applications, 3D
surface geometry can be estimated, rather than marginalized, and used to improve performance.
For example, a ground robot can estimate surface geometry from stereo when identifying naviga-
ble terrain. Likewise, when surveying progress in a construction site, 3D points from LiDAR or
structure-from-motion can help distinguish between concrete and stone to determine if a facade
is in place. In principal, geometric estimates should help with material classification by revealing
surface orientation and roughness and disambiguating texture cues, but because surface texture
and geometry interact in complex ways, it is not clear how best to take advantage of 3D points.
Can local geometry cues be simply added to existing color/texture features, or do they need to
be considered jointly? Are approaches to improve robustness of texture descriptors still helpful?
Is it helpful to rectify the image based on surface geometry? This chapter aims to answer these
questions and provide a material recognition approach that is well-suited to applications for which
surface geometry estimates are available.
We introduce a new dataset of construction materials photographed in natural outdoor lighting
(called “GeoMat” for geometry/materials). Many of the 19 material categories (Fig. 5.3) are highly
confusable, such as “paving” vs. “limestone” or “smooth cement” vs. “granular stone” (Fig. 5.1),
but these distinctions are important in a construction setting. For each category, several different
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Figure 5.1: The material patches shown in column one were misclassified as the class shown in
column three by [30] because the classes are visually similar. However, the geometry (column
two and four) for these patches is different. This chapter investigates how to use differences in 3D
geometry to improve material classification. We also contribute the GeoMat dataset consisting of
images and geometry for material patches and a large scale construction site scene.
physical samples are photographed from a variety of orientations and positions, and structure-
from-motion [167] and multi-view stereo [69] are used to estimate 3D points. We explore two test
settings: individual 2D/3D patches of material samples and scene-scale images of construction
sites with 3D point clouds.
Using our GeoMat dataset, we investigate how estimated 3D geometry can improve material
classification in real world scenes. Surface orientation and roughness provide valuable cues to
material category, and we model them with histograms of surface normals. Additionally, observed
texture is due to a combination of surface markings, micro-geometric texture, and camera-relative
surface normal. Our geometric detail is not sufficient to model micro-geometric texture, but by
jointly representing camera-relative surface normal and texture response, we may reduce ambigu-
ity of signal. Thus, we try jointly representing texture and normals. An alternative strategy is to
frontally warp the image, based on surface normal, which would undo perspective effects at the
cost of some resolution due to interpolation. Our main technical contribution is to investigate all
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Figure 5.2: Each GeoMat material category is made from 3 to 26 different samples where each
sample consists of 8 to 12 images at different viewpoints, a segmented point cloud, and normal
vectors.
Figure 5.3: GeoMat represents 19 material categories.
of these strategies to determine which strategy or combination of strategies makes the best use of
geometric information. We also investigate how performance of 3D-sensitive features varies with
scale and surface orientation.
In summary, our contributions are: (1) we create the GeoMat dataset for studying material cat-
egorization from images supplemented with sparse 3D points; (2) we investigate several strategies
for using 3D geometry with color and texture to improve material recognition; (3) we investigate
effects of scale and orientation and application to images of construction sites.
5.1 Related Work
Features: Early methods for material classification used filter bank responses to extract salient
statistical characteristics from image patches [39, 190, 177, 17, 16]. Leung and Malik [107] in-
troduced the LM-filter bank and proposed “3D Textons”, which, despite the name, are clustered
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2D filter responses at each pixel without direct 3D information. The term “texton” was coined by
Julez [95] twenty years earlier to describe elements of human texture perception, and “3D” conveys
the goal of classifying 3D material textures. Varma and Zisserman [178] later proposed the “RFS”
filter bank and an in-plane rotationally invariant (via max pooling) “MR8” response set. A string of
subsequent work, led by Varma and Zisserman, replaced filter responses with more direct cluster-
ings and statistics of intensities of small pixel neighborhoods [179, 132, 181, 27, 79, 160, 164, 113].
Liu et al. [109] explored a variety of color, texture, gradient, and curvature features for classifying
object-level material images. It was recently shown by Cimpoi et al. [30, 31] that convolutional
neural networks and fisher vectors with dense SIFT outperforms previous approaches for texture
classification.
These works all explore purely 2D image-based features and, as such, aim to be robust to 3D
surface variations by encoding texture for samples observed from various viewpoints and light-
ing. We show that directly encoding local surface geometry both jointly and independently with
texture yields significant gains. We are the first, to our knowledge, to investigate how to integrate
3D geometric cues with texture representations for material classification. We note that object
segmentation from RGB-D images is a commonly studied problem (e.g., Koppula et al. [104]),
but because the image resolution is too low for texture to be an effective cue and the focus is on
object rather than material categories, the problem is dissimilar (the same is also true of LiDAR
classification approaches).
Datasets: The CUReT dataset created by Dana et al. [39] was the first large-scale texture / ma-
terial dataset, providing 61 material categories, photographed in 205 viewing and lighting condi-
tions. The KTH-TIPS dataset by Hayman et al. [89] added scale variation by imaging 10 categories
from the CUReT dataset at different scales. For both datasets, all images for a category were from
the same physical sample, so that they may be more accurately called texture categorization than
material categorization datasets. Subsequently, KTH-TIPS2 by Caputo et al. [23] was introduced,
adding images from four physical samples per category. Still, variation of material complexity
within categories was limited, motivating Liu et al. [109] to create the Flickr Materials Database
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containing images for ten categories with 50 material swatch images and 50 object-level images.
Several recent datasets have focused on material recognition for applications. This includes the
construction materials dataset by Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard [49] which consists of 200x200
patches of 20 common construction materials, and the Describable Texture Dataset by Cimpoi et
al. [30] which provides 5,640 texture images jointly annotated with 47 material attributes. Most re-
cently, Bell et al. [7] contributed the Materials in Context Database, consisting of many full scenes
with material labels.
While these datasets provide ample resources for studying image-based material classification,
there does not yet exist a dataset that provides geometry information together with real-world
material images. Our GeoMat dataset provides real world material images and geometric informa-
tion in the form of point clouds, surface normals, and camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
Our dataset also differs in that the taxonomy is chosen to be relevant to a practical application
(construction management), rather than based on visual distinctiveness, leading to several groups
of highly confusable material types. For example, Varma and Zisserman [180] report accuracy
of 96.4% on the 61 CUReT classes using the MR8 representation; the same MR8 representation
achieves only 32.5% accuracy on our dataset.
5.2 Dataset
We created the GeoMat dataset (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6) to investigate how local geo-
metric data can be used with image data to recognize materials in real-world environments. The
training set consists of “focus scale” 100x100 patches of single materials sampled from high reso-
lution photographs of buildings and grounds. There are two test sets: (i) 100x100 patches sampled
from photographs of different physical surfaces, and (ii) “scene scale” photographs of a construc-
tion site. Both focus scale and scene scale datasets consist of images and associated 3D points
estimated through multiview 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 5.4: Four samples per category (one at each scale) for Asphalt, Brick, Cement - Granular,
Cement - Smooth, Concrete - Cast In Place, Concrete - Precast, and Foliage.
5.2.1 Focus Scale Training and Testing Sets
The focus scale data is sampled from high-resolution (4288x2848 pixels) images that predom-
inantly depict a single material, such as a “brick” wall or “soil - compact” ground. The dataset
consists of 19 material categories as shown in Fig. 5.3. There are between 3 and 26 different phys-
ical surfaces (i.e. different walls or ground areas) for each category; each surface is photographed
from 8 to 12 viewpoints (Fig. 5.2). A marker of known scale is present in each image. Structure
from motion [167] and multi-view stereo [69] are used to generate a point cloud, normal vectors,
and camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The points are manually labeled into regions of
interest to facilitate sampling patches that consist purely of one material.
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Figure 5.5: Four samples per category (one at each scale) for Grass, Gravel, Marble, Metal - Grills,
Paving, Soil - Compact, Soil - Dirt and Veg, Soil - Loose, Soil - Mulch, Stone - Granular, Stone -
Limestone, and Wood.
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Figure 5.6: The scene scale dataset consists of 160 images of a construction site with an ac-
companying point cloud, normal vectors, and camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The
SFM-registered camera frusta are shown in green. 11 of the 19 material categories are repre-
sented: “Brick”, “Cement – Smooth”, “Concrete – Precast”, “Concrete – Cast in Place”, “Foliage”,
“Grass”, “Gravel”, “Metal – Grills”, “Soil – Compact”, “Soil – Loose”, and “Wood”.
We make training and testing splits by assigning approximately 70% of the physical surfaces of
each category to training and the remainder to testing. For example, given a category with three
surfaces, training samples will come from two of the surfaces and testing samples will come from
the remaining unused surface. Similarly, for a category with 23 samples, training samples will
come from 16 of the surfaces and testing samples will come from the remaining 7 unused surfaces.
Since each category consists of at least three different surfaces, this ensures that there are at least
two surfaces per category for training, at least one surface per category for testing, and the samples
drawn for training are from different surfaces than those drawn for testing.
For each category, we extract 100 training patches and 50 testing patches at 100x100, 200x200,
400x400, and 800x800 resolutions. This results in a total of 400 training patches and 200 testing
patches per category. These patches are scaled to 100x100 to simulate viewing the materials at
different scales/distances. We extract an equal number of patches from each surface. For example,
if we want to extract 200 testing patches from 10 surfaces, then 20 testing patches are extracted
from each surface. Since each surface consists of many images, we then divide the intended
number of patches evenly among the images of that surface. Continuing with the example, if a
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surface has 10 images and we want to extract 20 total patches from that surface, then we extract 2
patches per image. Each patch is then extracted randomly from within a region of the image that
was manually annotated as representative of the intended category.
Each patch consists of image data, geometry data, and from which category and surface it was
drawn. Example image and normal patches are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. Image data includes
normalized gray-scale and HSV images and the location in the image from which the sample was
drawn. Geometry data includes a sparse depth map, sparse normal map, intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters, gravity vector, and scale.
5.2.2 Scene Scale Testing Set
The scene scale data consists of 160 images (4288x2848 pixels each) of one large construction
site. Of the 19 material categories, 11 are represented: “Brick”, “Cement – Smooth”, “Concrete
– Precast”, “Concrete – Cast in Place”, “Foliage”, “Grass”, “Gravel”, “Metal – Grills”, “Soil –
Compact”, “Soil – Loose”, and “Wood”. Structure from motion and multi-view stereo were used
to generate a point cloud, normal vectors, and camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The point
cloud is hand-labeled to match our 19 material categories. Points not matching one of the 19
categories are labeled as unknown. Fig. 5.6 provides a depiction of the scene scale testing set.
The scene scale data is used only for testing. We use the dataset to verify that our conclusions
drawn from the simpler focus scale dataset still hold when classifying regions in more typical
images. Others could use the data for testing multiview material recognition or transferring patch-
based material models to scene-scale images. Labeled 3D points (826,509 total) that are viewable
in a given image are back-projected onto pixels, so that a sparse set of pixels (about 21,500 per
image on average) has ground truth labels in each image. When testing with the scene scale data,
we use the entire focus scale dataset for training.
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5.3 Classification with Geometric Features
5.3.1 Features and Modeling
Our main interest is in how to use patch geometry to improve or augment image features. We
describe the 2D texture and color features that we use and then describe several cues that leverage
the estimated depth and surface normals.
2D Features
RFS/MR8: The intensity pattern of a material is a good cue for recognition [178, 107, 153, 37]
because it encodes surface albedo patterns and small-scale shape. Consider brick: we expect to
see grainy rectangular blocks separated by layers of mortar. Filter banks have proven useful for
capturing these and other intensity patterns for material recognition. We use the RFS filter bank
and derived MR8 responses described by Varma and Zisserman [180], which are shown to be ef-
fective on the CUReT dataset [178]. The RFS filter set contains first and second derivative filters
at 6 orientations and 3 scales (36 filters) and Gaussian and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters at
scale σ = 10 (2 filters). The MR8 filters are created by keeping only the maximum filter response
across each set of orientations for a given scale, along with the two Gaussian/LoG filters. The
MR8 filters are intended to provide robustness to surface orientation. In training, filter responses
at each pixel are clustered into 10 clusters per category using k-means, following the standard tex-
ton approach [107]. The RFS and MR8 features are histograms of these textons (clustered filter
responses), normalized to sum to one.
FV/VLAD: SIFT [111] features offer an alternative method of capturing texture patterns and
are used by Lui et.al. [109] for material recognition on the Flicker Materials Dataset. We quantize
multi-scale dense SIFT features using the Improved Fisher Vector (FV) framework [139] and the
Vectors of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) framework [78] as described by Cimpoi et.
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al. [30]. In training, the dimensionality of the dense SIFT features is reduced to 80 using PCA. For
Improved Fisher Vectors, the reduced dense SIFT features are then clustered into 256 modes using
a Gaussian Mixture Model. The FV based feature vectors are mean and covariance deviations
from the GMM modes. For VLAD, the reduced dense SIFT features are clustered into 512 modes
using K-means. The VLAD based feature vectors are the residuals of a feature from the cluster
means. The feature vectors are `2 normalized and sign square-rooted as is standard for Improved
Fisher Vectors and Vectors of Locally Aggregated Descriptors.
HSV: Materials can be recognized by their color — grass is often green, bricks are often red
and brown, and asphalt is often gray. We incorporate color by converting image patches to the
HSV color space. The HSV pixels are then clustered into five clusters per category using k-means,
and the resulting histograms are used as features.
CNN: Convolutional Neural Networks offer another approach for capturing texture and color
patterns. We follow the approach of Cimpoi et. al. [30, 31], and use the pre-trained VGG-M
network of [105]. The features are extracted from the last convolutional layer of the network.
3D Features
We investigate three strategies for including 3D geometric information for material classifica-
tion: (i) jointly cluster texture features and 3D normal vectors at each pixel (-N); (ii) independently
cluster normal vectors, build histograms (N3D), and add them to 2D features; and (iii) frontally rec-
tify the image based on a plane fit before computing texture filter responses.
-N: Image texture is affected by albedo patterns, surface orientation, and small surface shape
variations. These factors make classification based on filter responses more difficult. A common
solution is to make features robust to surface orientation by learning from many examples or creat-
ing rotationally invariant features (as in MR8 and SIFT). We hypothesize that explicitly encoding
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geometry jointly with the texture features will be more discriminative.
We interpolate over the sparse 3D normal map to produce a pixel-wise estimate of normals for
a given image patch. We then transform the normal vectors according to the camera calibration
information so that the normals are in the coordinate frame of the image plane. For MR8 and RFS,
we then concatenate the normal vectors onto the filter responses at each pixel and cluster them into
10 clusters per category to create MR8-N and RFS-N textons. The textons are then used to build
MR8-N and RFS-N histograms. For FV, we first reduce the dimensionality of the SIFT features
to 80 using PCA. Then, we concatenate the 3D normal vectors onto the reduced SIFT descriptors
for each pixel and cluster into 256 modes using a Gaussian Mixture Model. The modes include
characteristics of both the texture and normal vectors. The Improved Fisher Vector formulation
[139] is then used to create FV-N feature vectors.
N3D: It is unclear whether a joint or independent representation of geometry will perform better,
and it is also possible that both representations may help with overall discrimination. Thus, we
formulate the N3D feature as an independent representation of the sparse normal map.
As described for (-N), we interpolate over the sparse 3D normal map to produce pixel-wise nor-
mal estimates for each patch and transform the normal vectors into the coordinate frame of the
image plane. Rather than concatenating the normals with the texture features (as was done with
(-N)), we independently cluster the normal vectors into five clusters per category using k-means
and use the resulting histograms as our N3D features. Note that we also tried clustering the normal
vectors using a Gaussian Mixture Model and building Fisher Vectors but saw worse performance
using this method.
Rectification: In addition to directly encoding 3D surface geometry, frontally rectifying the
image may improve texture features by making filter responses more directly correspond to albedo
and microshape changes, removing the confounding factor of overall surface orientation and scale.
We perform rectification using a homography defined by making the mean surface normal face the
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Features - +HSV +N3D +HSV+N3D
( RFS [178] / RFS-N ) ( 33.24 / 37.76) ( 45.03 / 47.89 ) ( 49.68 / 49.55 ) ( 51.24 / 52.29 )
( MR8 [178] / MR8-N ) ( 32.47 / 41.34) ( 45.32 / 47.84 ) ( 49.74 / 50.63 ) ( 53.03 / 53.37 )
( FV [30] / FV-N ) ( 60.97 / 66.95 ) ( 62.92 / 68.76 ) ( 65.87 / 68.16 ) ( 66.37 / 69.05 )
( FV+CNN [30] / FV-N+CNN ) ( 68.92 / 73.80 ) ( 67.82 / 72.05 ) ( 72.08 / 73.84 ) ( 70.79 / 72.13 )
( VLAD [78] / VLAD-N ) ( 51.82 / 53.66 ) ( 56.71 / 58.95 ) ( 60.50 / 62.00 ) ( 60.68 / 61.37 )
Table 5.1: Including 3D geometry features increases the mean accuracy for all feature sets. Both
joint and independent modeling of the 3D geometry improve the mean accuracy. The best mean
accuracy is 73.84%.
camera. The rectified patch is scaled to 100x100.
5.3.2 Classification
For this work, we are interested in investigating the utility of different geometric features and es-
tablishing a baseline for classification with the GeoMat dataset. We use a one vs. all SVM scheme
for classification because SVMs have been shown to achieve exemplary performance on texture
classification tasks for all our 2D features [89, 30, 31]. Experiments with only histogram features
(RFS/MR8, HSV, RFS-N/MR8-N, N3D) benefit from weighting the histograms before concatenat-
ing them. We learn the weights by grid search using leave-one-out cross-validation on the training
set with a nearest neighbor classifier (which can be done very efficiently by caching inter-example
histogram distances for each feature type). The weighted and concatenated histograms are then
classified with a χ2 SVM. For experiments that include non-histogram feature vectors (FV, FV-N,
CNN), the feature vectors and histograms are individually L2 normalized before being concate-
nated. We use libSVM [25] for training.
5.3.3 Application to Scene Scale
In our scene scale test set, the input is RGB images at original scale with a sparse set of recon-
structed points. We use this data to verify that our conclusions on the curated focus scale dataset
still hold for typical images of large-scale scenes. To apply our patch-based classifer, we segment
each image into 290-300 superpixels (roughly 200x200 pixels each) using SLIC [1]. For each
superpixel, we extract the image patch and corresponding sparse normal map for the minimum
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bounding rectangle. The sparse normal map is then interpolated and transformed into the coordi-
nate frame of the image plane. The image patches are resized for the CNN and used as-is for all
other features. Classification is done on each patch independently and accuracy is measured as the
average accuracy per pixel label.
5.4 Results and Analysis
Table 5.1 provides the mean classification accuracies on the testing data of the focus scale com-
ponent of the GeoMat dataset. Since jointly clustering texture and 3D geometry (-N) is an alterna-
tive representation of the texture features, we display it in conjunction with the texture represen-
tation (texture representation / joint texture and normal representation). Then, each extra feature
set that is concatenated is shown as another column of the table. We consider all of the original
2D features (RFS, MR8, FV, FV+CNN, VLAD) to be baselines. From this table we see that the
highest overall accuracy is 73.84% for FV-N+CNN+N3D which outperforms the best 2D baseline
of FV+CNN [30] at 68.92%. Note also that the accuracy of using just N3D features is 32.50%.
We also tried several other baselines. First, we tried the approach of Cimpoi et al. [31]. This
approach constructs Improved Fisher Vectors from the output features of the last convolutional
layer of the pre-trained ImageNet network [105]. This method achieved 63.79% mean accuracy
on our focus scale dataset. We also investigated the texture classification method provided by
Sifre et al. [164]. This method learns a joint rotation and translation invariant representation of
image patches using a cascade of wavelet modulus operators implemented in a deep convolutional
network. We tested this baseline method with the same range of octave options as [164] and
achieved a best accuracy of 36.53% with the number of octaves set to 3. Both of these baselines
performed worse than FV+CNN at 68.92%.
Both joint and independent representations of geometry improve mean classification ac-
curacy. These two options map to (-N) features and N3D features respectively. From Table 5.1 and
comparing column by column, we first see in column two that the (-N) significantly improves the
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(a) Confusion: FV+CNN (Best
2D).
(b) Confusion: FV-N+CNN+N3D
(Best 3D).
(c) Difference: (Best 3D - Best
2D).
Figure 5.7: The difference confusion matrix (Best 3D - Best 2D) shows the categories where the
best 3D confusion matrix (b) performed better (blue cells) or worse (red cells) than the best 2D
confusion matrix (a). The largest improvements are for Soil, Stone, and Cement. These cate-
gories often have similar visual appearance, but not necessarily similar 3D geometry. Including
3D geometry alleviates some of the confusion between these categories.
mean classification accuracy compared to the 2D texture features (e.g. FV-N outperforms FV). In
column three, we see that HSV provides a boost to the mean accuracies in every case; however, the
inclusion of (-N) still improves the mean accuracies by at least 2% and by almost 6% for FV+HSV
(e.g. FV-N+HSV outperforms FV+HSV). In column four, we can make two observations. First,
we see that the inclusion of independent normal features (N3D) significantly improves the mean
accuracy compared to the 2D texture features (e.g. FV+N3D outperforms FV). In addition, we see
that in every case except RFS, including both joint and independent geometry features (-N and
N3D) improves over using just one (e.g. FV-N+N3D outperforms FV-N and FV+N3D). Note that
the improvement for adding either (-N) or N3D (e.g. FV-N or FV+N3D) is larger than the additional
improvement gained by adding one to the other (e.g. adding N3D to FV-N). This makes sense
because both features are modeling similar information; however, it is interesting that they still
both contribute when used together. This trend is maintained with the inclusion of HSV features
in column five.
It is not clearly helpful to rectify the images based on surface geometry. Each row of Ta-
ble 5.2 shows the mean accuracies of the data with and without rectification; denoted as (without
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Features - +HSV +N3D +HSV+N3D
RFS ( 33.24 / 34.42 ) ( 45.03 / 44.13 ) ( 49.68 / 50.18 ) ( 51.24 / 53.50 )
RFS-N ( 37.76 / 39.82 ) ( 47.89 / 49.50 ) ( 49.55 / 50.00 ) ( 52.29 / 53.11 )
MR8 ( 32.47 / 35.03 ) ( 45.32 / 45.29 ) ( 49.74 / 52.08 ) ( 53.03 / 52.24 )
MR8-N ( 41.34 / 42.05 ) ( 47.84 / 48.42 ) ( 50.63 / 51.63 ) ( 53.37 / 54.32 )
FV ( 60.97 / 60.26 ) ( 62.92 / 63.32 ) ( 65.87 / 65.70 ) ( 66.37 / 66.29 )
FV-N ( 66.95 / 66.82 ) ( 68.76 / 68.08 ) ( 68.16 / 67.11 ) ( 69.05 / 68.82 )
FV+CNN ( 68.92 / 70.13 ) ( 67.82 / 68.50 ) ( 72.08 / 72.47 ) ( 70.79 / 70.74 )
FV-N+CNN ( 73.80 / 72.97 ) ( 72.05 / 71.79 ) ( 73.84 / 73.68 ) ( 72.13 / 71.87 )
FV+CNN ( 68.92 / 68.95 ) ( 67.82 / 67.55 ) ( 72.08 / 72.05 ) ( 70.79 / 70.58 )
FV-N+CNN ( 73.80 / 73.71 ) ( 72.05 / 72.13 ) ( 73.84 / 73.82 ) ( 72.13 / 72.21 )
FV+CNN ( 68.92 / 70.13 ) ( 67.82 / 68.47 ) ( 72.08 / 72.53 ) ( 70.79 / 70.92 )
FV-N+CNN ( 73.80 / 72.92 ) ( 72.05 / 71.84 ) ( 73.84 / 73.50 ) ( 72.13 / 71.95 )
VLAD ( 51.82 / 50.89 ) ( 56.71 / 56.74 ) ( 60.50 / 60.63 ) ( 60.68 / 61.11 )
VLAD-N ( 53.66 / 52.58 ) ( 58.95 / 57.82 ) ( 62.00 / 60.82 ) ( 61.37 / 60.84 )
Table 5.2: Rectification tends to help for filter features and not help when (-N) is included. Because
the better performing features often perform worse with rectification, rectification does not appear
to be an effective use of 3D geometry for improving classification. For FV+CNN, we denote which
features are using rectification using boldfaced text.
rectification / with rectification). It is possible to apply the rectification to either FV or CNN; thus,
we denote which features are using rectification using boldfaced text. From the results, we can
see that rectification tends to improve the filter features (RFS, RFS-N, MR8, MR8-N) and some
cases where (-N) is not included (FV+CNN). Rectification worsens the results for FV and also for
most cases where (-N) is included (FV-N and FV-N+CNN). Because improvements are minimal
when they exist and better performing feature combinations are often worse with rectification, we
conclude that rectification is not an effective use of 3D geometry for improving classification.
3D geometry helps with categories that look the same visually but have different 3D geom-
etry. Fig. 5.7a and Fig. 5.7b are the confusion matrices of the best performing 2D (FV+CNN) and
3D (FV-N+CNN+N3D) feature sets respectively. For clarity, cells are hidden if they have a value
below 0.1 in both confusion matrices. Fig. 5.7c is the subtraction of the best 2D confusion matrix
from the best 3D confusion matrix. For clarity, cells are hidden if they have a value below 0.02.
The difference confusion matrix in Fig. 5.7c shows the categories where the best 3D confusion
matrix performed better (blue cells) or worse (red cells) than the best 2D confusion matrix. The
values along the diagonal (which represent improved classification accuracy for a given category)
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Figure 5.8: Mean accuracy improves as the incidence angle approaches a frontal view. Mean
accuracy improves as scale increases. FV-N+CNN+N3D (yellow, Best 3D) outperforms FV+CNN
(purple, Best 2D) for all scales and angles.
have improved in most cases. The largest improvements are for Soil (Compact, Dirt and Veg,
Loose, and Mulch), Stone (Granular and Limestone), and Cement (Granular and Smooth). The
reason we see larger gains in this area is because these materials look similar in terms of color
and texture, but not similar in terms of their normal maps. In Fig. 5.1, we show in the two left-
most columns of each row an example (image patch and normal map) that was misclassified in
2D but was correctly classified in 3D. The 2D incorrect guess then defines the class for columns
three and four, and a hand-selected example is chosen from the training data that illustrates the
possible similarity between image patches of the confused classes. It is clear from the examples
shown in Fig. 5.1 why confusions are likely and also how the 3D geometry helps to alleviate these
confusions. In particular, we see the flat panels and grooves for paving, the large stone outlines
and mortar for limestone, the smooth surface of granular stone, and varying degrees of relief for
the different types of soil (mulch, dirt and veg, loose, and compact).
Including 3D geometry improves classification accuracy for all scales and viewing direc-
tions. Fig. 5.8 shows the accuracy of the mean material classification as it depends on incidence
angle and scale. It is interesting to see that there is a general improvement in accuracy for increased
scale. We suspect this is because the texture pattern of certain material categories becomes more
evident for farther scales (e.g. it is easier to see the layers of brick and mortar). We also see that
the smaller incidence angles (closer to being a frontal view) have higher mean classification accu-
racies; however, the decrease in mean classification accuracy does not occur until we reach angles
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Features Pixel Labeling Accuracy
Hoiem et al. [91] 18.53
FV+CNN [30] 21.01
FV-N+CNN+N3D 35.87
Table 5.3: For our scene scale dataset, the best 3D geometry feature set (FV-N+CNN+N3D) out-
performs the best 2D feature set (FV+CNN) and the external baseline, which is consistent with our
results on the focus scale dataset.
larger than 31.1 degrees. Lastly, it is worth noting that the best 3D features (FV-N+CNN+N3D)
improve over the best 2D features (FV+CNN) for all angles and scales.
Results are consistent for the scene scale data. Finally, we test on the scene scale component
of the GeoMat dataset. Results are shown in Table 5.3. We chose to test the approach using the
best performing 2D (FV+CNN) and 3D (FV-N+CNN+N3D) feature sets from Table 5.1. The 3D
feature set outperforms the 2D feature set considerably (35.87% vs. 21.01%), which is consistent
with our results for the focus scale component of the GeoMat dataset.
As an external baseline, we train the superpixel-based classifier from Hoiem et al. [91] that
includes region shape, color, and texture cues. The classifier is trained on our focus scale training
set and applied to Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [60] superpixels generated from the test images,
as in their original algorithm. The baseline classifier achieves 18.53% accuracy, which is slightly
worse than our 2D features and much worse than our 3D features. Note that our approach and the
baseline do not benefit from scene context or image position, which can be valuable cues, because
they are trained using focus scale patches. Other constraints and priors could be used to obtain the
best possible performance, but our experiments are intended to focus on the impact of geometric
features on appearance models.
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Chapter 6
Using Geometry and Appearance for
Construction Progress Monitoring
In this chapter, we outline our approach for detecting progress on construction sites. Automat-
ically detecting progress is important for keeping construction projects on schedule. Adherence
to project schedules and budgets is the most highly valued performance metric by project owners
[11]. Despite its significance, more than 53% of typical construction projects are behind schedule
and more than 66% do not meet their budget requirements [11]. Some of the major factors that lead
to poor performance on jobsites include 1) inconsistency among contractors, subcontractors and
owners in terms of how a construction project is faring at any given date, 2) flawed performance
management due to lack of frequent reporting of actual performance to project teams, and 3) plan-
ners missed connections to most up-to-date construction progress information [26]. In addition,
project management teams have to deal with multiple parties (i.e., owners, themselves, and many
trades) constantly updating construction documents and schedules.
Our solution is to use 3D point cloud and geometry to reason about progress. Our approach
begins with a collection of images of a construction site as input. From these images, we use 3D
reconstruction to build a point cloud. Then, we align the point cloud to the building information
modeling[103] (BIM) model of the construction site. The BIM model is a 3D model (like a CAD
model) showing each individual element of the planned structure (i.e. building, bridge, stadium,
etc.). With the point cloud and BIM aligned, we filter the point cloud to detect which elements of
the BIM exist in the point cloud. Lastly, we use material recognition to infer the state of progress
of each constructed BIM element.
In summary, our contributions are: (1) an image-based method to progress monitoring that
uses a 3D point cloud and material recognition to reason about progress at an element level; and
(2) experiments with data from a real construction site for a large hotel and arena.
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6.1 Related Work
Advances in camera, UAV, and 3D computer vision technology has enabled an increase in visual
data collection on construction sites. The availability of this visual data has resulted in advances
in model-based construction progress detection leveraging as-built modeling techniques. These
techniques use image-based point clouds or laser scanned point clouds.
Image-based Point Clouds: Siebert et al. [163] uses a camera-equipped Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) to capture images of earthwork projects for creating 3D maps of the terrain.
These surveyed point clouds can be used for measuring progress. Similarly, Golparvar-Fard et
al. [77, 76] creates point clouds from unordered sets of images. They align these point clouds
with BIMs and compare geometries of as-built and as-planned models to reason about progress
deviation. To deal with limited visibility and occlusions, Han and Golparvar-Fard [82] propose
an appearance-based method that reasons about progress by recognizing textures of materials on
construction images that are aligned with BIMs. The images are aligned with BIMs automatically
after the image-based point clouds are aligned with BIMs.
Laser Scanned Point Clouds: Turkan et al. [174, 175] uses surface-based recognition to detect
building elements from scanned point clouds for automated progress detection and then improves
the accuracy of progress tracking using the earned value analysis. Bosche´ et al. [15] proposes a
Scan-vs-BIM object recognition framework for tracking the built status of Mechanical, Electrical,
and Plumbing (MEP) works. Similarly, Kim et al. [97] compares 4D BIM with detected building
elements from laser scanned point clouds to measure construction progress. These laser scanned
methods are based on geometry recognition and generally provide more accurate and denser point
clouds of the structures of interest than the image-based methods. However, the image-based
methods provide multiple viewpoints and, therefore, wider viewpoints and occlusions.
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Figure 6.1: Workflow of our approach. The initial inputs are images of a construction site and
a BIM model for the site (yellow ovals). Structure from motion followed by multi-view stereo
(3D Reconstruction) create a dense point cloud from the images. The BIM model and dense point
cloud are then aligned. Then, the BIM model is used to filter erroneous points in the point cloud
and the point cloud is used to determine which BIM elements have been built. Image patches are
extracted from images for each existing BIM element and their material is classified to estimate
the final progress of each element.
6.2 Method
Figure 6.1 diagrams our method. Blue rectangles indicate the different processing modules of
our method. Yellow ovals indicate the initial inputs (i.e. images and the BIM model), green ovals
indicate the intermediate inputs and outputs, and the red oval is the final output (i.e. detected
progress per BIM element).
6.2.1 3D Reconstruction and Alignment
The process begins by taking input images and generating a 3D point cloud using 3D recon-
struction. The 3D reconstruction process is two parts: (1) images are registered to newly created
sparse point cloud using structure from motion (VisualSfM [186]), and (2) the registered images
and sparse point cloud are used to create a dense point cloud with multi-view stereo (MVE [75]).
Then, corresponding features (e.g., corners) between the dense point cloud and BIM are manu-
ally picked to solve for a similarity transform (using Horn‘s method [94]) that aligns the BIM and
dense point cloud.
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6.2.2 Filtering the Point Cloud
Now that the point cloud and BIM are aligned, we can use the BIM to filter out extraneous
points. In particular, we use minimum and maximum coordinates of the entire BIM (minBIM and
maxBIM ) as an initial filtering. This process reduces the size of point clouds substantially and
reduces computation times for the subsequent steps; especially when images are captured using a
UAV because the surrounding area of the structure is also typically imaged and reconstructed, but
not useful for progress detection.
6.2.3 Determining which BIM Elements Exist
We do an occupancy check to test whether or not points are occupied by each BIM element. In
particular, for each element we check if points are within the minimum and maximum coordinates
(minBIMi and maxBIMi). During this process, space distribution of a point cloud within each
BIM element boundary is computed for filtering out false positives (i.e., there are some points
within the boundary but they are not part of any BIM elements). To maximize efficiency and
minimize computation time, vectorized computation and minimal computational complexity are
critical factors. Therefore, we use a normal distribution with a standard deviation (σpci). This
approach checks the minimum number of points within each BIM element (θnPc) and also checks
densities to avoid false negatives. The final result of this process is an estimate of which BIM
elements have been constructed.
6.2.4 Extracting Image Patches for Existing BIM Elements
The initial step is patch extraction using camera parameters and the list of BIM elements that we
estimate to have been constructed (as was done by Han and Golparvar-Fard [82]’s approach). For
each image c that is used to create 3D point clouds,N image patches per BIM element FACEic are
extracted. These patches are then classified as a material using our material recognition approach.
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Figure 6.2: The left image is HP before filtering and the right images is HP after filtering. Millions
of erroneous points are removed.
6.2.5 Material Recognition on Image Patches
Our material classification follows a similar approach to that of Cimpoi et al. [31] and DeGol et
al. [45]. In particular, a combination of Fisher Vectors [139] and Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [105] features are input to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for learning. Fisher Vectors
are created by first extracting dense SIFT [111] features from each patch. In training, the dense
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features are reduced to a dimensionality of 80 by Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) before being clustered into 256 modes with a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM). The Fisher Vectors are then mean and covariance deviations from the GMM modes
(`2 normalized and sign square-rooted). Convolutional Neural Network features are created using
the pre-trained VGG-M network of Krizhevsky et al. [105]. The features are extracted from the
last convolutional layer of the network rather than the fully connected layers.
Classification is then performed using a one vs. all SVM scheme. This scheme has been shown
to achieve exemplary results for 2D texture recognition [89, 30, 31, 45]. A χ2 kernel is used
with the SVM. The Fisher Vector and CNN features are normalized individually before being
concatenated for learning. We classify each patch that was extracted for a given BIM element and
do weighted scoring to decide the final material class. We assign more weight to the expected
material type (indicated by the BIM). This process is done for all existing BIM elements to assign
a final class to each.
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Figure 6.3: The left point cloud is with θreg = 0 feet and the right point cloud is with θreg = 1.5
feet. Increasing θreg beyond 0 results in a more complete detection of BIM elements; however,
increasing it too much causes false positives.
6.3 Results and Discussion
We use a collection of images from a real hotel construction project (denoted as HP) for testing.
This dataset consists of 532 images. Running 3D reconstruction on these images results in a dense
point cloud with 6, 390, 085 points. We also use the BIM for this hotel; however, we prune the
number of elements down to the relevant ones for the current state of construction. This pruning
results in a total of 69 BIM elements. For material recognition, the Construction Material Library
(CML) collected by Dimitrov, Han, and Golparvar-Fard [50, 82] was used as the training dataset.
CML consists of more than 3,000 images that are categorized into 20 construction material classes.
For all experiments, we use a 3.60 GHz CPU with 64 GB of RAM.
Filtering with the BIM significantly decreases the number of points. Before filtering, the
HP point cloud consisted of more than 6 million points. Processing these points can be expensive
in terms of both disk space and computation. Using our filtering approach, we reduce the total
number of points to 1, 348, 148, which is a reduction of almost 80%. The computation time to
perform this filtering is 0.22 seconds.
Figure 6.2 shows how a point cloud can have a large percentage of unwanted points. The main
cause, in the case of HP, was the use of a UAV for data capture. Due to safety concerns related to
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Figure 6.4: Points that represent a concrete slab BIM element (left) and a column BIM element
(right).
cranes, a UAV operator had to fly the UAV at high altitudes. Thus, many images had background
buildings and roads that surround HP. The initial filtering process removed these objects.
Our method successfully detects all existing BIM elements. Figure 6.5 shows that increasing
θreg from 0 to 0.25 and beyond improves the detection accuracy of BIM elements. What this shows
is that there are errors in the alignment of the point cloud and BIM. These errors are caused by
several things: (1) there are errors in the point cloud where images are not perfectly registered; (2)
the real construction is never exactly to the specifications of the BIM, so the volume/area of con-
structed elements is often different than the BIM elements; and (3) the similarity transformation
to align the point cloud and BIM may not be perfect. For these reasons, θreg is important because
it provides some slack in finding points for each BIM element. Figure 6.3 shows the qualitative
difference between θreg = 0 and θreg = 1.5. We can see that the model is more complete when θreg
is not zero; in particular, the formwork of the core walls is captured better. Figure 6.4 provides a
zoomed in view of our method identifying points for a large concrete slab and column. These are
two qualitative examples demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. Note also that increas-
ing θreg also impacts the number of false positives because incorrect points are now considered
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Figure 6.5: When θreg = 0 feet, detection accuracy is about 87%. When is increased to and beyond
θreg = 0.25 feet, detection accuracy increases to 100%. However, as θreg increases, the number of
false positives also increase.
for BIM element detection. Thus, we want to choose a middle ground that achieves high accuracy
with few false positives (e.g. 0.25 feet for HP). The computation time for this process is 1.64
seconds.
Weighting material classes based on the BIM prior improves classification accuracy. Fig-
ure 6.6 shows our material classification results for varying values of wBIM . A wBIM value of 1
means that all classes were weighted equally. In this case, the classification accuracy is about 65%.
However, as we increase the value of wBIM from 1 to 2.5, we see a large increase in the classifica-
tion accuracy to 91%. This large increase is because of two factors. First, some of the formwork
used for HP has blue meshing on it that is not well represented in the CML dataset. Secondly, HP
is a vertical construction project with many occlusions. These occlusions cause numerous image
patches to be extracted that do not capture the textures of interest. By using the material indicated
by the BIM element as a prior for classification, we were able to overcome these challenges and
greatly improve our recognition accuracy.
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Figure 6.6: When wBIM = 1 (i.e. no weighting), the material classification accuracy is 68%.
As the value of wBIM increases (i.e. as the weight increases for the material class specified by
the BIM element), the classification accuracy also increases to 90% (until wBIM = 2.5). This is
because the prior information about the material class is useful in classification.
6.4 Conclusion
We present a new approach for progress detection on construction sites that uses both 3D ge-
ometry and images. We test our method with a real construction site for a hotel, and show that
we are able to detect all of the BIM elements, and recognize over 90% of their materials. We also
show that using the material specified by the BIM element as a prior for classification significantly
increases material classification accuracy.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we make contributions towards autonomous monitoring of built environ-
ments using robots with cameras. In particular, we introduce (1) a simulator to improve the path
used for image capture, (2) a detection algorithm that can detect our new fiducial marker at a neg-
ligible computational cost, enabling SLAM integration without sacrificing real time processing,
(3) a new structure from motion approach that significantly outperforms other approaches when
markers are detected, and (4) a new dataset of material patches with both image and 3D geometry
data and a recognition algorithm that uses both 2D and 3D information for improved recognition.
We hope that our work will inspire others to continue improving data collection, robot nav-
igation, 3D mapping, and recognition technology so that we can one day achieve autonomous
monitoring for built environments. Indeed, there are still many problems left to solve. In regards
to data collection, we still do not know the best way to collect image and video data to ensure qual-
ity 3D maps are created. Our method allows us to predict if a path will succeed, but it does not plan
paths. However, our method can be used to generate many different trajectories quickly for testing.
In this way, we can identify what types of trajectories cause more error during 3D reconstruction.
One way to make exploring the space of trajectories tractable is to build trajectories from a set of
motion primitives (like building a roller coaster from a set of predefined track pieces). Reason-
able motion primitives could include sideways motion and forward motion with varying degrees
of out-of-plane rotation and in-plane rotation. Then, various motion primitive trajectories could be
simulated in different 3D scenes to see how camera localization and 3D point error are effected.
Lastly, given a new scene, a trajectory planning algorithm could build the trajectory from motion
primitives to minimize the camera localization and 3D point errors.
Concerning fiducial markers, we do not know the best way to place markers for improved 3D
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reconstructions. Our method takes advantage of markers that have been placed, but it does not
provide analysis of engineering best practices for marker placement. This is important because it
is time consuming to place markers. Ideally, we want to place the fewest markers while achiev-
ing accurate 3D reconstructions. One way to approach this problem is to mask markers in our
dataset such that markers are only present in certain parts of the scene. Since we have successful
reconstructions using all the tags, we can pinpoint markers by ID and location to mask markers in
specific regions of scenes. We know that scenes with few or confusing features are challenging, so
we can use this information to choose how scenes are split into regions (e.g. a plain hallway will
be challenging because of few features, so we could use markers in this hallway and mask them
everywhere else).
Lastly, in regards to material recognition, there is still room for improvement in classifying ma-
terials in real world scenes. Challenges preventing perfect material classification in real scenes are
that (1) material appearance changes considerably due to light and perspective, (2) materials can
look different within a category (e.g. red brick and gray brick, smooth cement and granular ce-
ment, etc.), and (3) materials can look similar across categories (e.g. smooth concrete and smooth
cement). In our work, we show how sparse geometry can improve material recognition accuracy
despite these challenges; however, our classification accuracy on the construction site scene are not
perfect. One approach to improve these results is to use the construction site plan and schedule as
a prior. We show in Chapter 6 that this approach has promise; however, further exploration could
be done by classifying more materials over longer time periods where the construction process
goes through additional stages and more materials are used. Moreover, we can expect that future
improvements in machine learning will also translate to improvements in material recognition.
Each of these problems is challenging and will require significant work before we see robots
autonomously monitoring built environments. However, the resources and human lives that can be
saved by achieving autonomous monitoring easily justifies the future work in this area.
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